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 GENERAL INTRODUCTION
Let’s be honest: by once examining the situation in big cities in the world and, de facto, the trend
for the future, we may have many reasons to be pessimistic.
The foundation of the modern society itself pushes people to be competitive, to over consume, to
cherish a success model based on the accumulation of money, and to ignore elements that don’t
have direct perceptible impacts on their lives.
Therefore, while running after a scammed vision of happiness, our society has forgotten the basic
notions of interdependence and the importance of having a responsible behavior.
On one hand, individuals don’t feel that they have a responsibility, so they just focus their
attention on superficial things and live to nourish their never-ending needs imposed by the
consumption society. On the other hand, companies and governments are driven by economic
stakes apparently incompatible with global and long-term sustainable concerns.
Then, what is the point? Do we simply have to accept this situation? Wait and see?
There are no magic tricks possible here. Just like today’s situation and the result of past actions
and decisions, we have to be active, to use the collective knowledge, and to focus all our efforts
in order to trigger the reactions that will build ‘the future we want’.
A real gap between daily life and the sustainable development’s concerns has been dug. Still, the
changes have to occur here and now.
Then, the challenge is very clear: How should it be compensated? How should the bridge be built
that will reconcile the two elements?
Marketing and more particularly innovative marketing is all about this. It is about people. It is
about creating connections. It is about communicating and acting for a determined cause.
Throughout this document, we will often insist on one thing: One idea alone is useless. Even the
best idea in the world needs to be pushed, needs collaboration, and needs tools to be connected to
people in order to live and radiate. That is precisely the purpose of this document, which will try
to bring elements of response to the following questions:
7
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What is today’s media landscape like, and what are the new tools available to communicate?
What are their characteristics, and how could we use them properly to create a buzz around
sustainable development and particularly for NGO’s, around the two issues we chose: water and
cities?
We also wanted to give a global dimension to this file, and therefore, we have picked 5 pilot
countries (France, China, Congo, Morocco, and the US), in which we conducted qualitative
surveys to understand what the place of the media is, how young urban people see sustainable
development issues, and finally how we could reach them through an innovative campaign.
Indeed, the final chapter will introduce concrete solutions and proposals that could be used
directly, with very little expenses but guaranteeing a strong impact.
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 BACKGROUND
Water and Cities Issues
Among the seven issues highlighted in the “Visioning Rio+20” information sheet, we had to
select two of them. Climate change, biodiversity loss, impact of pollution, and water scarcity of
good quality, to name a few, are topics that interest us particularly. Finally, we focused our
attention on water and cities issues. It is through those two issues that we decided to address the
“Visioning Rio+20” project. Our choice was to select a stake that directly affects our community
and us, on a daily basis, and another one that we feel concerned about but which does not
physically affect our daily lives.
 Cities
In Rio+20 agenda for the 7 key areas, cities are considered hubs for ideas, commerce, culture,
science, productivity, social development, and much more. At their best, cities have enabled
people to advance socially and economically. However, many challenges exist to sustainably
maintain cities in a way that continues to create jobs and prosperity, while not straining land and
resources. Common cities challenges include congestion, lack of funds to provide basic services,
a shortage of adequate housing, and declining infrastructure. The challenges cities face can be
overcome in ways that allow them to continue to thrive and grow, while improving resource use
and reducing pollution and poverty.
When studying the cities issue, we must at first be aware of some key facts and figures.
 Facts and figures 1

1

•

Half of humanity – 3.5 billion people live in cities today

•

By 2030, almost 60 percent of the world’s population will live in urban areas.

•

95 percent of urban expansion in the next decades will take place in developing world.

•

828 million people live in slums today, and the number keeps rising.

Source: http://www.uncsd2012.org
www.esgci.com
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•

The world’s cities occupy just 2 percent of the Earth’s land, but they account for 60-80
percent of energy consumption and 75 percent of carbon emissions.

•

Rapid urbanization is exerting pressure on fresh water supplies, sewage, the living
environment, and public health.

•

The high density of cities can bring efficiency gains and technological innovation, while
reducing resource and energy consumption.

World population rise:
•

1950: 2.5 billion

•

2000: 6 billion

•

2025: 8 billion

Cities over 10 million of inhabitants:
•

1950 : 3

•

2000: 21

•

2025: 50

The possible sustainable development goals will be obtained through a three-part process over an
18-year period, starting this year with the Rio+20 event:
•

2012-2015: Establishment of Indicators

•

2015-2030: Implementation and Periodic Assessment of Progress

•

2030: Comprehensive Assessment of Progress

 Water
In some countries, water is already become a daily challenge. This phenomenon will increase
with time and touch a large part of the world population. The world governance tries to find
solutions to many questions. How should we manage drinking water resources? Will we find a
new way to supply drinking water? However, demand still increases as does the number of
10
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humans on earth. More than ever before, managing water resources is important. We need to be
efficient and change our social approach with water, and think about sustainable options to assure
our future.
Government, institutional groups, NGO’s, and other organizations study the different aspects,
such as scarcity, lack of accessibility, and sanitary deterioration, and they find resources to help
water development and also improve awareness on this strakes.
The following elements will present and illustrate the actual situation:
Water resources are a crosscutting issue for the health, environmental protection, food security,
education, energy, economic development, and regional planning. Unequally distributed in the
earth's surface, water is at the heart of the policies of developed, emerging, transitional and
developing countries that face a double challenge:
•

Preventing further degradation of environmental resources and ecosystems, consequences
of population growth, economic development, and urbanization observed across the
planet; and

•

Providing universal access to safe water and sanitation.

In order to face and improve this situation, the international community has been mobilized for
several years. It has stated a number of objectives that might have a positive impact, such as the
following:
•

Integrate the principles of sustainable development into country policies and reverse loss
of environmental resources

•

Reduce by half the percentage of the world's population having no access to safe drinking
water and basic sanitations, by 2015.

11
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 Some alerting figures 2:
In 2030:
•

A 40% increase in water consumption per person is expected

•

A 47% of world population in areas of high water stress

Quantity of renewable fresh water available per inhabitant:
•

1950: 17000 m3

•

1995: 7500 m3

•

2025: 5100 m3

The total volume of water on Earth is about 1.4 billion km3. The volume of freshwater resources
is around 35 million km3, or about 2.5 percent of the total volume.

2

United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP)
http://www.developpement-durable.gouv.fr

www.esgci.com
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 STATE OF THE ART
The state of the art aims to put this project under a contextual and theoretical framework. This is
why an overview of the media landscape as well as the audience using new media is given here.
 SWITCHING TOWARDS A NEW MODEL
After the 1992 Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro, the concept of sustainable development began to
be more widely disseminated. Twenty years after, at the edge of the Rio+20 Conference, it might
be interesting to discuss the changes that occurred.
This observation relates more to the global consumption society as well as developed countries,
as it deals with media evolution complementarily with technology innovation.
 Introduction: The Evolution of Media and Its Impact on Society
For over a century, media structures much of the people’s thinking and behavior. Radio,
television, and the Internet were added to the print during this century in which the evolution of
media has had a strong impact on its audience. Indeed, the most important social phenomena of
the 20th century were conveyed, influenced, or even created by the media.
The evolution of media thus allowed for binding people in time and space, while synchronizing
the society. A real leveling of the local culture in favor of a national culture, or even an
International culture according to some, was created in modern society. The expansion of media
channels coupled with the globalization of the economy influence a population increasingly
exposed to the same content throughout the world, mainly in developed countries.
 Recent Waves of Progress in the Web 2.0
Not long ago, communication was mainly accomplished through interpersonal interactions
between people and organizations, or through mass media vehicles. Then, in the lately 20th
century, blogging became popular, and shortly after the blogging boom, came a rise in social
networking. These new ways of communication provided incredible changes in the digital
landscape and still keep it in constant change. They have lowered barriers to entry into the
cultural marketplace and impacted the habits of people’s media-usage. This is particularly
observable with the last main emerging social media outlets, such as Facebook and Twitter.
13
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 Impact of the Media Evolution on Media-Usage Habits of People
Along with the repercussions of the digital revolution have come changes in how people choose
to communicate with each other and how they are reached by professional communicators with
persuasive messages. Evidence clearly shows that new digital technologies have changed media
behaviors for almost everyone. The ever-expanding array of media allows people to select among
those they find most desirable in fulfilling their communication needs.
One of the consequences is that people abandoned more and more traditional media channels.
Indeed, with the arrival of the Internet and social networking, the modern consumer goes to meet
the information, and he makes inquiries and finds for himself the answers to his questions.
Today, he turns more towards his group of friends, his family, or to discussion forums when he
comes to the decision making phase. Consequently, these groups have become essential sources
of advice whose roles come to supplant, in part, the one of advertising.
 Evolution of Marketing in Relation to Its Environment
Such fundamental transformation did not leave the choice to marketers. They had, and still have,
to adapt to the new environment, which they also contribute to shape. Marketing practitioners and
academics have devoted considerable effort to identify the effect of the Internet on marketing.
As Tara Mahady (2009) argues in The Evolution of Marketing & Communication, modern
marketing traditionally broadcasted a carefully constructed message that was completely under
the control of marketing professionals. Thanks to the Web 2.0, we see that people are now pulling
their information from a variety of sources they choose, as friends, which are more trustworthy
than advertising. This is why we saw the emergence of new marketing concepts and
communications medium, or the redefinition of old ones, which falls in what is called alternative
marketing. Indeed, a variety of new and innovative media are now available to answer the
expectations and needs of people today. Marketers have seen this change as an opportunity on
which they can capitalize.
We are going to see the importance and advantages of alternative marketing today, by reviewing
classical advertising spreading through traditional media. Before that, we will present and state
the characteristics of the media we are interested in. Finally, we will link new media with the
activities of NGOs.
14
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 PRESENTATION OF “NEW” MEDIA
Today, Internet does more than just store an astonishing amount of information. It is a great
connector that offers Internet users a variety of new mediums to express themselves. In addition,
it is also an efficient way to reach, connect, and engage people into online and offline
communities, organizations, events, issues, etc.
 Presentation and Characteristics of the Web 2.0
•

Web 1.0 is the Internet that refers to web pages linked by hyperlinks that was created in
early 1990.

•

Web 2.0 is the Internet linking people to each other, initially by email, which has been
then generalized to the phenomenon of blogs, discussion forums, aggregating
communities around websites, and finally with social networks.

One of the greatest strengths of Web 2.0 is the ability to spread mobilizing information. In 2001,
an American survey conducted during Obama’s campaign showed that the more time Internet
users spent online, the more likely they were to belong to offline communities and organizations,
compared to non-users. 3
Here are some of the common characteristics of the Web 2.0 4:
•

User-created content/ self publishing;

•

The ability to tap into the collective intelligence of users:

•

Unique communication and collaborative environnent;

•

Making data available in new or never-intended ways;

•

The presence of lightweight programming techniques and tools, which let nearly anyone
act as a developer (e.g., wikis, blogs, RSS, and podcasting);

•

Being a perpetual work in progress; and

•

Unique sharing of content or different type of media.

3

Bargh, John A. & al. “The Internet and Social Life”, Annual
Review of Psychology Volume 55, 2004
4 Lai, Linda L. S. & al. “Groups Formation and Operations in the Web 2.0 Environment and Social
Networks” Group Decision and Negotiation. Volume 17, 2008
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θ

To sum up the characteristic of the Web 2.0, the following table compares the usability
features of traditional media with the ones of the Internet. Thanks to this table, we can
already have a first idea of the media advantages we are interested in.

Usability features of each medium 5
MEDIA
MEDIA FEATURES
Newspapers

Radio

TV

Internet

Participation easy

X

Customizability

X

Time shifting

X

X

Time flexibility

X

Mobility

X

X

Interactivity

X

Search capacity

X

Immediacy

X

Images

X

X

X

X

Sound

X

X

X

Doesn’t require high level of attention

X

X

X

Doesn’t require reading skills

X

X

X

5

Jerry Calvin Parker, Esther Thorson. Health Communication in the New Media Landscape, Springer
Publishing Company. LLC, 2009
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 Presentation and Characteristics of Social Media
“We don’t have a choice on whether we do social media; the question is how we do it.”
– Erik Qualman
Social media includes a large number of technologies that have become available on the Internet
to facilitate collaborating and sharing. Social media defines activities that integrate technology
tools using "crowd sourcing" to collaboratively connect online information. It integrates also
social interaction and content creation. Through social media, social actors can create, organize,
edit, comment on, combine, and share online content. According to Bradley (2010), social media
differs from other type of communication due to six characteristics: participation, collectivism,
transparency, independence, persistence, and emergence.
The growth of collaborative platforms is enabling marketers and its audience to interact and
create engagement (Casaló & al 2010). With its increased potential to reach a large amount of
people, along with being fast, free, and having low barriers of entry, social networks are enabling
word of mouth to become world of mouth (Qualman 2009). On the whole, social media is used
for "getting information to the public and getting feedback and comments."
θ

The advantages that social media represent for marketers are summed up in the following
table and put in parallel with traditional media features:

Advantages of Social Media

Advantages of Using Social Media
•

Traditional media can be extremely expensive. In contrast, most social media
platforms are completely free to use, the main cost being the time spent on
updating profiles and interacting with contacts.

•

It is open and accessible to anyone, regardless of company size, turnover, and
contacts.
Comparing to traditional methods, they do not require a lot of money and a
good network of media industry contacts.

Low costs

Unlimited access

Simplicity

•
•
•

Only requires a computer and an Internet connection
Social media channels are extremely simple to use, and compared to traditional
media production, they do not involve really high level of skill.

17
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•
•
Global search/ exponential

•

Traditional media can reach a global audience, but this is usually very costly
and time-consuming.
Through social media, businesses can communicate information in a flash,
regardless of geographical location.
Also, it gives the opportunity to adapt content to each market segment and get
messages across more widely than ever before.
Example: Once a piece of content goes viral, there is no limit to the amount of
people it could potentially reach—all at no extra cost for the business.

Contact building/
proximity/ participatory
Flexibility/ nimbleness/

•

Unparalleled opportunities to interact with customers and build relationships,
largely due to their real-time, interactive nature

•

Information can be published in a second, updated, altered, supplemented, and
discussed in a way completely unknown to a printed advertisement, a
newspaper article, or magazine feature.

•

Social media stats are immediately measurable, whereas traditional media
figures often need to be monitored over a long period of time.

targeting
Measurability

In order to legitimate the advantages listed in the previous table, here are gathered concrete facts
and figures 6:
•

63% of the surveyed companies were more efficient in their marketing strategy with Web
2.0 and social media;

•

50% of companies have clearly identified a real increase customer satisfaction after
having used social media;

•

50% of them were also able to reduce their marketing investment through the support of
social media.

•

93% of marketers said that social media is important to their businesses 7.

The conclusions are clear: Companies that use Web 2.0 have a real advantage over the
competition.

6

Mc Kinsey, « Profits made by the strategic use of social media », 2011
The survey was done on a 3,250 U.S. companies panel

7

Michael A. Stelzner, Social Media Marketing Industry Report, SocialMediaExaminer 2011
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Social Media Audience Size

How many people can your message reach? Below are the most recent figures on the number of
registreted users for the mail platform.


 Presentation of Alternative Marketing
Characteristics of alternative marketing will be exposed directly in comparison with traditional
media and classical advertising.
Alternative marketing is a recent concept that soared up during the 21st Century. However, some
specialists at Georges Chetochine have already studied this concept and enabled to better define it.
Through different interviews, he defined alternative marketing as the strategy that aims to replace
the marketing activities of interruption by the actions of permission marketing. Unlike traditional
marketing techniques, where consumers are literally bombarded with messages, marketers
developed another type of strategy where the aim is to arouse curiosity of the audience. If the
action is well done, the consumer will request further information.
Some people may interpret alternative marketing techniques as a new trend that follows a
“fashion” effect. However, when social networks emerged, they were perceived in the same way.
The result is that they become inescapable for any advertiser.

19
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o Criteria for evaluating alternative marketing:
- Availability
- Cost
- Complexity
- Level of risk
- Type of risk
- Market outlook
- Financial situation
- Constraints
 TRENDS OF THE MEDIA LANDSCAPE
Main characteristic of the media landscape are the following ones: innovative, convergent and
networked, global, appropriate and generational. The following points will develop them.
 Audience Characteristics in 2012
•

Today, the pervasiveness of advertising is forcing marketers to use their imagination
to catch the attention of an audience who is already overexposed every day to
hundreds of messages. More systematically, the consumer only picks up ads that meet
its needs.

•

Demographic differences in Internet and technology use do exist, but they are not as
significant as one might expect. However, although they tend to reduce, we notice
differences between generation: “The same percentage of women and men use the
Internet, though there are age differences: 85% of those between the ages of 18 and
29, 78% between the ages of 30 and 49, 69% between the ages of 50 and 64, and 31%
65 and older are online.” 8

 Characteristics of the Actual Media Landscape
•

Media dynamic: Just as advertising dollars have followed consumer eyeballs online,
they will shortly follow consumer adoption of mobile community (enabled by smart
phones) as the new defining social media dynamic. While new rules of engagement
will appear and consumers will increasingly be defined by where they are (hello,

(idem) Jerry Calvin Parker, Esther Thorson. Health Communication in the New Media Landscape,
Springer Publishing Company. p.97, LLC, 2009
8
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Foursquare), much can be divined about how to prepare for the future from current
social media practices.
•

Convergence: We will see in the following main part that traditional advertising and
marketing are in a crisis. It is essential to differentiate traditional media channels to
traditional marketing and advertising. Indeed, in all these years, we did not see the
disappearance of traditional media, but we rather, we now observe new media and
traditional media co-operation. Generally, we talk about the convergence between
traditional and new media, but at a global scale, media convergence refers also to
previously separate media that now shares resources and interacts with each other
synergistically. As Henry Jenkins (2006) argues in Convergence Culture: Where Old
and New Media Collide, new and established media, in terms of use for contentspecific information, do not compete but rather complement each other today.

•

Innovative: Indeed, new media are created, dispersed, adopted, adapted, and absorbed
into the culture at dramatic rates. Before, there was ample time to think through the
impact of one media before another was introduced, but since the rate of technological
and cultural change has accelerated, it becomes more difficult to follow and
understand them.

•

Interlinking/global: The media landscape is characterized by the interlinking of
computing and other information technologies, media content, and communication
networks. That makes it more global.

•

Appropriate: The media landscape is also appropriate as each new technology spawns
a range of different uses, as we saw before. It is much more adapted to individuals
than before.

 TRADITIONAL MARKETING VS. ALTERNATIVE MARKETING
In this part, alternative marketing is opposed to the traditional marketing model referring to
classical advertising spreading through traditional media. The assumption is that in it exists a real
rupture with traditional marketing today. The main question is how to know if it is possible to go
beyond the mere fact of considering alternative marketing as a “trend.” Figures and concrete
facts should enable us to see if it can be considered as a real opportunity.

21
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 Online Ad Spending Over the Total Ad Spending (Forecasts)
o Worldwide
Total Online Ad Spending Worldwide, 2012-2015 9

Spendings

2010

2011

$68.4

$80.2

16.2%

17.2%

14.4%

16.1%

2012

2013

2014

2015

$106.1

$119.8

$132.1

17.5%

12.7%

12.9%

10.2%

17.8%

19.2%

20.7%

21.9%

$94.2

(billions)
% change
% of total
media ad
spending
Note: Includes banner ads, classified, email (embedded ads only), lead generation, rich media,
search, sponsorships and video, includes mobile
o By Region/Country
Distribution of Online Ad Spending Worldwide, by Region and Country; 2012-20159
2010

2011

North
America

40.8%

41.7%

US

38.1%

39.1%

Western
Europe

30.0%

France

2013

2014

2015

41.5%

40.7%

40.2%

39.1%

38.8%

38.0%

37.5%

28.8%

28.8%

27.3%

27.0%

26.5%

3.8%

3.6%

3.4%

3.3%

3.3%

3.2%

AsiaPacific

23.9%

24.1%

24.6%

25.1%

25.8%

26.2%

China

5.4%

5.7%

6.6%

7.2%

7.9%

8.6%

Middle
East &
Africa

0.4%

0.5%

0.7%

0.9%

1.1%

1.3%

9

2012
41.8%

eMarketer, June 2011
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Note: This includes banner ads, classified, email (embedded ads only), lead generation, rich
media, searches, sponsorships and video and includes mobile ads within the existing formats;
number may not add up to 100% due to rounding.
Amount of Online Ad Spending Worldwide, by Region and Country; 2011-2012 10
2011 (billion)

2012 (billion - forecast)

North America

$34.5

$38

Western Europe

$21

$23

$24.8

$31.4

-

-

Asia-Pacific
Middle East & Africa
⇒ Analysis

The trends we can notice is that online advertising spending is increasing, and it is expected to
represent 21.9% of the total advertising spending in 2015, compared to 14.4% in 2010. Internet is
expected to remain the fastest-growing advertising medium.
Between 2010 and 2015, Asia-Pacific as well as the Middle East and Africa will all gain shares
of the online market, though Asia-Pacific is the only one of those regions with significant levels
of spending during the forecast. Online ad spending in Asia-Pacific will more than double from
$16.4 billion in 2010 to $34.6 billion in 2015, with spending in China alone nearly tripling during
that period from $3.7 billion to $11.3 billion. U.S. online spending remains the first one in 2012,
accounting for 31% of overall U.S. ad spending.
 Social Media Spending: Example of the U.S. (Forecasts) 11

U.S $
Billions

10
11

WWP, 2011 Annual Report
BIA Kelsey, 2011
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⇒ Analysis
We notice that the U.S. social media spending is forecasted to increase rapidly. As for other
media, such trends should be followed in other parts of the world.
 Traditional Marketing vs. Alternative Marketing Spending
o Worldwide
⇒ Analysis 12
Alternative marketing represented 14.5% of total marketing spend in 2007, up from 8.7% in
2002.
Both alternative advertising and alternative marketing services will continue their growth.
Alternative advertising is forecasted to have a 12.3% CAGR from 2008-2013, compared to a 3.3%
decline for traditional advertising, and only slightly outpaced by alternative marketing services at
12.6%. Spending on alternative media as a whole is projected to reach $139.45 billion in 2013,
representing 29.7% share of total advertising and marketing spending, up from just 18.2% in
2008.
This trend is driven by gains in online advertising and digital out-of-home. Indeed, out-of-home
should remain the second fastest-growing advertising medium, with a projected 6.5% compound
annual increase over the studied period.
Changing consumer behaviors have led to declining print advertising spending, particularly
in newspapers where spending fell 13.1% to $54.16 billion in 2008 and consumer magazine
publishing showed a spending drop of 5.8% to $22.91 billion.
o Example with the U.S.
Alternative marketing was firstly developed in the United-States. The North America region is
still the key player of alternative marketing.
Alternative advertising and marketing media are driving a new media order that presents vast
opportunities for NGOs, but also key challenges for some of the fastest-growing digital media
segments. Technological advances have led to critical changes in consumer behaviors and media
12

Source: Alternative Media Forecast 2008-2012, 2008 PQ Media, LLC
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usage patterns, which have pushed the advertising and marketing ecosystems into a period of
transition. This confluence of trends is fueling the migration of spending to alternative media, and
this trend seems to emerge in Western Europe.
Future of Advertising Trends and Alternative Media Channels in the U.S.

Spending on alternative media, which includes advertising and marketing, jumped 22.0% to
$73.43 billion in 2007, and it is expected to continue its rapid ascension in 2008. Alternative
media is forecast to represent 26.6% of total U.S. advertising and marketing spending by 2012.
 Key Figures
o The divorce between the consumer and traditional marketing:
We notice that masses have rejected the fact of being constantly talked at and preached to, and
having very little control over what information they received. Indeed, only 14% of people trust
advertisements now while 90% of consumers trust peer recommendations 13.

13

Nielsen Global Online Consumer Survey, 2009
Larry Weber, Marketing to the Social Web, Wiley Publishing 2007
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 Comparing Advantages and Limits
Advantages

Traditional
marketing

+ Publishers are resourceful
professionals which do not hide
their identity
+ Quality control/ editorial
supervision
+ Mainstream exposure

Limits
- Expensive, implies high resources, high level of skills
for the production, need contacts, long lead time…
- An elusive consumer
- Implicit expectations
- Same media for everyone
- Immobility
- Lack of interactivity/ of desire to share from the
consumer
- Lack of support

+ Low costs
+ Increase recognition and
awareness
+ Innovative and creative
Alternative
marketing

• Shortens marketing window when it is not relayed on
the web

+ Develop “capital of sympathy”,

• Possible lack of control, negative buzz, negatively
impact credibility

emotional connections

• Consumer may be anonymous

+ Effect of surprise, spontaneity

+ Easily understood
+ Mobility, connected

 Effectiveness of New Media on NGOs Communication Strategies
As with any new technology, adoption varies from organization to organization. Since new
media comprises many different technologies under its umbrella definition, it has the chance to
impact agency missions in many ways.
According to Sundar K. Sharma, relying on the latest communication technology such as social
networking, NGOs could reach world publics at very low cost, with fewer staff and less
bureaucracy. The latest communication technology guarantees that campaigns can be targeted to
the smallest segment of audiences: individuals. The same technology could ensure interactions
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between the organization and its audience. Moreover, they are independent from the government
and could be perceived more neutral and thus more credible. 14
Social media can enable NGOs to offer targeted marketing responses at individual touch points
along the consumer decision journey. The following table is based on McKinsey (2011) analysis:

Consider

1. Monitor

2. Respond

3. Amplify

4. Lead

social channels
for trends,
insights

to the people’s
comments

current positive
activity/ tone

changes in
sentiment or
behavior

Brand
monitoring

Crisis
management

Referrals and
NGO content
recommendations awareness

Evaluate

Campaigns
launches

Experience

Consumer input

Advocate

Consumer
service

Fostering
communities

Bond

“Brand”
advocacy

Steps in the Consumer Decision Journey

Using new technologies and media, NGOs can try to reach what composes a relevant
communication campaign:
- Originality, creativity, innovation, challenge, surprise, renewal of ideas—ideas in step with the
existing ones for a better diffusion and better memorizing
- Integration of the target at the first level (the audience becomes a generator of messages)
- Personalization of the content that answers a specific need
- Operation leads for the five senses (sight, smell, touch, taste, and hearing)
- Building a trust relationship between with the audience
- Honesty and integration of clear values
14

Sundar Kumar Sharma, Reviewing NGOs’ media strategies: Possibilities for NGO-media collaboration
Human and Natural Resources Studies, Kathmandu University, Nepal. 2010
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CHAPTER I: INNOVATIVE MARKETING & MEDIA
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1.1 INTRODUCTION TO NEW MEDIA & MARKETING

CONCEPTS
We saw in the state of the art that the evolution of the media in general, embraced entirely the
digital world, the marketing, and also the public.
Technological innovations combined with an increasing ability to integrate them have led to a
deep social and cultural evolution with a media landscape that is vast and in constant change. The
great aspect is that this context now offers us the keys to make sustainable issues more
mainstream and to empower broader civil society involvement.
The purpose of this section will be to enable the reader, just in few pages, to have an overview of
the range of today’s marketing new practices. Indeed, first, we will give a snapshot of the
innovative marketing concepts available today. Then, after having extracted the ones with the
biggest potential in terms of communication for sustainable development issues, we will use
several criterions to compare them in order to identify clearly those that will be the most efficient.
Finally, we will analyze them deeper, introducing their main characteristics and advantages.

1.1.1

TODAY’S INNOVATIVE MARKETING LANDSCAPE

Let’s face the reality: Today everything is about marketing. Every single space, every aspect of
our lives is subject to marketing, because above all, marketing is about people, about
communication, and about creating connections. Marketing helps to reach all kind of goals—
commercial, of course, but also non commercial. The mechanism and the techniques are almost
the same.
An idea alone is useless; it needs to be pushed forward. That is what marketing is about.
Having established that point, do we really know what is behind the word “marketing”—how
marketing is present in our lives, how many kinds of marketing exist, what are the different
declensions and forms that marketing can have?
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Marketing Concepts Table 1985/2010 15

•Anti-Marketing

•Geo-marketing

•Societal Marketing

•Authenticity Marketing

•Grass Roots Marketing

•Solution Marketing

•Buzz Marketing

•Green Marketing

•Stakeholder marketing

•Cause-Related Marketing

•Guerrilla Marketing

•Stealth Marketing

•Celebrity marketing

•Holistic Marketing

•Street Marketing

•Cronomarketing

•Interactive Marketing

•Sustainable Marketing

•Co-Marketing

•Knowledge Marketing

•Symbiotic Marketing

•Community Marketing

•Life Event Marketing

•Reverse Marketing

•Convergence Marketing

•Macro Marketing

•Scarcity Marketing

•Contextual Marketing,

•Maxi Marketing

•Sensory Marketing

•Counter Marketing

•Mega Marketing

•Situational Marketing

•Customer Centric Marketing

•Micromarketing

•Slow Marketing

•Database Marketing

•Multilevel Marketing

•Social Marketing

•Eco-Marketing

•Multi-Sensory Marketing

•Time Based Marketing

•Emotion Marketing

•Network Marketing

•Total Relationship

•Empowerment Marketing

•Niche Marketing

•Trade Marketing

•Environmental Marketing

•Non-Business Marketing

•Trend Marketing

•Ethnic Marketing

•Nostalgia Marketing

•Tribal Marketing

•Ethno-Marketing

•Olfactory Marketing

•Turbo Marketing

•Entrepreneurial Marketing

•One-to-One Marketing

•Undercover Marketing

•Event Marketing

•Permission Marketing

•Value Marketing

•Expeditionary Marketing

•Radical Marketing

•Viral Marketing

•Experience Marketing

•Real Time Marketing

•Yield Marketing

•Exponential Marketing

•Relationship Marketing

•Family Marketing

•Retro-Marketing

15

Cova/Saucet (2012)
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Of course, all these marketing concepts would not suit every situation and, more particularly,
sustainable development issues.
Therefore, we have preselected 16 marketing concepts, which could be interesting to our purpose:
Effective Traditional Media
•

Type of Marketing:

•

- Ambush Marketing
- Cause-Related Marketing
- Celebrity Marketing
- Emotion Marketing
- Ethnic Marketing
- Guerrilla Marketing
- Multilevel Marketing
- Non-Business Marketing
- Social Marketing
- Societal Marketing
- Stakeholder Marketing
- Sustainable Marketing
- Trend Marketing
- Parasitic Marketing
- Stealth Marketing
- Viral Marketing

- Blog
- Email
- Email
- Dailymotion
- Google talk
- MNS
- Newsgroup
- Online forums
- Podcast
- RSS Feed
- Skype
- Video Messaging
- Wikis
- Yahoo Messenger
- Application (Instagram)

Media Tools:

- Convergent blog or platform linking all the
channels and communication media
- Digital display
- Free PR
- Portable devices (Laptop, smartphone, PDA,
tablet…)
- Social Media (Facebook, Twitter, Google
Plus…)

As we can see, the tools at disposal are still numerous, and the list is quite long. Therefore, since
it may sometimes not be very clear, we will first define briefly each of the marketing concepts.
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Ambush Marketing
The ambush marketing is a method used to improve awareness. The actions always occur during
big event. However, the organism or brand does not pay to be related to the event.
The principle is thus to divert an event and use it for one’s own interest. The budget is low.
Cause-Related Marketing
Cause-related marketing is the term used to define a specific and mutual action between
profitable and non-profitable organization. When a consumer buys a product of the profitable
organization, this one will do a donation to the non-profitable organization. Each part takes
advantage of this agreement, and thus, we cannot consider it as a donation.
Celebrity Marketing
Celebrity marketing is, as indicated by its name, the utilization of celebrity to promote a good or
service. This kind of marketing is mainly used in advertising campaign. However, for NGOs,
celebrity marketing is also often used during public relation operations. Since 2001, the actress
Angelina Jolie has been a goodwill ambassador of UNHCR and also became a correspondent in
2012. Unicef's UK spokeswoman, Sarah Epstein, said: “Partnerships raise money for children,
awareness of children's issues and allow Unicef to involve millions of people not reached before.
Unicef chooses partnerships carefully.”
Emotion Marketing
Carl W. Buechner said, “They may forget what you said, but they will never forget how you
made them feel.” This sentence reflects exactly the idea, which motivates marketers to use
emotion marketing. The aim is to create a situation in which feelings will permit to keep in mind
the good or service.
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Ethnic Marketing
Ethnic marketing consists in a segmentation of the market based on the homogeneity of an ethnic
group of consumers (...) and to offer to them products adapted to their physical and cultural
characteristics”

16

Guerrilla Marketing
Guerrilla marketing is a strategy of advertising in the street with an unconventional form. We can
distinguish 5 different dimensions of guerrilla marketing. The guerrilla marketing aim is to
promote a good or service with a low budget, thanks to creativity. Guerrilla marketers try to
attract the consumers with an unexpected action.
Multilevel Marketing
Multilevel marketing is a strategy, which considers the selling methods and recruitment as a
major element. In fact, the sales forces are remunerated not only on sales but also by the sales
results of the person they recruit.
Non-Business Marketing
Non-business marketing, as indicated by its name, is the application of the marketing process and
tools, but the goal is not to produce benefit, profit, or return on investment.
Social Marketing
Social marketing is the way to apply all the marketing concepts (knowledge, tools, techniques,
etc…) with the intention of promoting non-commercial ends. Example: Campaigns against
obesity.
Societal Marketing
The societal marketing concept analyzes consumers to determine the needs of a precise target.
Thanks to this, analysis marketers will be able to propose actions more efficiently than their
competitors. Besides, as social marketing, the societal keep in mind the well being of society and
consumers.

16 B.Cova and O.Badot, Le néo-marketing, 1992, ed.Esf
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Stakeholder Marketing
At the beginning, marketing was mainly focused on the customer’s and their needs. Stakeholder
marketing is a concept that identifies that the market is not just defined by customers but also the
entire group within which the business exists (vendors, employees, environment, etc…).
Stealth Marketing
Stealth marketing is a method, which consists in an anonym intervention. Indeed, this as a hidden
approach: Marketers promote their products without that the target realizes the marketing action.
Sustainable Marketing
Sustainable marketing is a process with the same tactics and strategy than traditional marketing.
However, the sustainable marketing promotes only environmental causes, and for this reason, it
needs to take in consideration all constraints that imply.
Trend Marketing
Trend marketing is based on the idea that customer’s needs evolve quickly. The aim of trend
marketing is to analyse this constant evolution to identify and anticipate the future needs.
Viral Marketing
This marketing technique uses social network and video-sharing website to create a buzz. The
concept is simple; it is to improve brand awareness and visibility thanks to a video, image, flash
game…

1.1.2 SELECTION
CONCEPTS

OF

THE

MOST

RELEVANT

MARKETING

After a brief description of the different kind of marketing, it seems interesting to compare them,
thanks to pertinent criterion in order to extract the major ones: those that should be the most
efficient to communicate on sustainable development issues and be the most suitable to our
target, which is the 15-30 years old population.
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Relevance

Efficiency

Convenience

Categories
Types of
marketing

Ambush
marketing

Match with
NGOs’
image

Match with
our target
(15-30-yearolds segment)

Low budget

Little
investment
(human
resources,
time…)

X

+++

++

X

--

---

X

--

---

---

---

X

++

+

X

+++

++

X

++

---

X

-

-

X

--

---

Performance/Impact/ Results
Water
theme

City theme

Short term
High

-

+++

+

+++

Cause-Related
Marketing

+++

-

++

+

Celebrity marketing

++

+++

+

+

X

Emotion Marketing

--

++

-

+

X

Ethnic Marketing

+

++

++

++

Guerrilla
Marketing

+++

+++

++

+++

Multilevel
Marketing

---

---

-

-

Non-Business
Marketing

+++

++

+

+

Social Marketing

+++

++

+

+

Long term

Low

X

X

High

Low

X
X

X

X
X
X
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Relevance

Efficiency

Convenience

Categories
Performance/Impact/ Results

Match with
NGOs’
image

Match with
our target
(15-30-yearolds segment)

Short term
Water
theme

Long term
Low budget

Little
investment
(human
resources,
time…)

X

--

--

X

--

---

++

+

+

+

--

---

++

++

City theme
High

Types of

Low

High

Low

marketing
Societal Marketing

+

+++

+

+

Stakeholder Marketing

--

--

-

-

Stealth Marketing

+++

++

+

++

Sustainable Marketing

+++

++

+++

+++

Trend Marketing

++

+++

++

++

X

Viral Marketing

+++

+++

++

+++

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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1.1.3 INTRODUCTION AND CHARACTERISTICS OF ALTERNATIVE
MARKETING
After the confrontation of the different characteristics of the marketing concepts, four of them
seem to stand out from the others: ambush marketing, guerrilla marketing, viral marketing, and
stealth marketing. Actually, those four concepts represent the pillars of the 21st Century
marketing and are called the ‘alternative marketing’ concepts.
Of course, those practices are already well used in the USA, but it is important to see them in a
more global way. Thus, on that point of view, we realize indeed that the USA is pulling the other
countries with these trends, but the rest of the world is still behind. For instance, if we take the
countries we will study in Chapter 2, France is just starting to use them more, and we can
consider it is still in a growth phase. Then, China, Morocco, and Congo are just in an introduction
phase of the concept.
Therefore, those four concepts would particularly suit NGO’s actions for a global campaign and
the issues selected in this case study, which are the water and cities. Then, it might be interesting
to remind what those concepts are concretely. Behind the words, what do they really consist in,
and what are their advantages and drawbacks? That is precisely the point that we will address in
the following section, explaining more in detail each of the concepts.

1.1.3.1 AMBUSH MARKETING
As Townley Stephen defined it in The Legal and Practical Prevention of Ambush Marketing in
Sport, Psychology and Marketing (1998, p.333-348), “Ambush marketing has emerged in recent
years as an effective, although controversial, weapon in
the arsenal of marketing departments seeking to associate
themselves with events without official authorization or
endorsement of the event organizer.” It refers, generally,
to a company’s attempt to capitalize on the popularity of a
well-known property or event without consent and
authorization of the necessary parties, which implicate
without paying the adequate sponsorship fees. The
technique relies on creating a direct or indirect association
37
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in a very calculated and fine way. The desire is therefore to suggest a connection or affiliation
with a third party or an event in order to deceive the consumer into believing that there is an
official association.
Ambush marketing is a relatively cheap way of attracting consumers, but a controversial one too.
When using it, the marketers must be very careful because it can be double-edged, and in any
case, it jeopardizes the viability of the event on which it relies. The dividing line that separates
activities equivalent to piracy from ambush marketing is really unclear and very subjective.
Activities equivalent to piracy have a clear-cut remedy in law, as these constitute infringements
of the property rights. On its side, ambush marketing implies far more subtle practices and relies
on creativity. Indeed, it does not evidently fit into the following categories, such as selling
merchandize without license, passing of one’s brand as the official logo, using one’s limited right
of advertising beyond what is permitted, organizing contests in the name of a big event or even
misusing the logo of the event.
To give an example, ambush marketing can relate on engaging in non-sponsorship promotion that
coincide with the event, as organizing contests to send consumers to the event. The most
notorious example was seen at the 1996 Atlanta Olympic Games where Nike bought most of the
outdoor billboard sites to display its advertising previously adapted to the theme of the event and
also by setting up its own Nike Village next to the official sponsors’ village. In doing so, people
assumed Nike was an official sponsor, and Nike saved US$ 50 million in sponsorship fee, as
Gradauskaita Jurga (2010) explains it in Entertainment and Sports Law Journal.
The absence of law to prevent ambush marketing is the reason of its success, and it has the
consequences of the majority of the cases never reaching courts. As the act of ambush marketing
is not yet well defined, people do not share a common understanding about that activity, and the
willingness to impose sanction against it poses many complications. That is why several
countries (Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, England, New Zealand and South Africa) have
enacted legislative provisions defining ambush marketing and fixing a liability for those who
commit such act.
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 Characteristics of the Ambush Marketing
ADVANTAGES

DRAWBACKS

-

-

-

Benefits from the popularity of a well-known property or event without having

-

to make the important financial contribution that relates on these types of big

of the legality and can be the subject of legal

events

proceedings.

Has the advantage of being considerably less expensive than the other options,

-

which requires paying the huge and increasingly sponsorship packages’ price to
become an official sponsor
-

Considerably improves the notoriety of the brand/company/NGO… and

sport for example

Ambush marketers cannot use the words, logos and
images of the official event.

-

enables to acquire and capitalize on the values of the event, as the values of the

-

Although it can be awfully good, it is often at the limit

Requires a good knowledge of the law and the faculty
to offer really creative solutions to stand out.

-

As it is very controversial, it may also taint the good
image of the company.

Marketers who have used this technique in the past have met with significant
success.

-

Existence of limited case laws: Legal battles require much time and effort, and
so far very few promoters or sponsors have brought suits against ambush
marketers. Since there is a paucity of case laws regarding ambush marketing,
and a court decision in favour of an ambushing company, companies can use it
in their favour.

-

Moreover, most ambush marketing campaigns are short-lived, so it becomes
very difficult for the event organizers to exercise their legal options to curtail
such activity.
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1.1.3.2 GUERRILLA MARKETING
Guerrilla marketing is a concept, which defines
unexpected and nonconventional marketing operations.
The main objective of this kind of actions is to have a
big impact with a small budget.
According to Mohsin Shakeel and Muhammad Mazhar
Khan,

17

at the end of the 1990’s marketers had to find

new way of communication with a more unconventional
form to attract the Generation Y. This generation, born in the middle of the 1980’s decade, grew
up with a lot of advertising messages everyday. That is the reason why marketers had to find
solutions to keep their attention.
In fact, the guerrilla marketing strategies involved a surprise effect. We can easily understand the
use of the word “guerrilla” in marketing. Indeed, the term "guerrilla marketing" comes from the
military concept, which defined an independent and irregular army using unconventional
methods of combat.
Therefore, to keep the surprise effect and be innovative, some companies use techniques more or
less legal. In some countries, such as France, we use the term guerrilla marketing when it is in
regards to totally legal actions, and guerrilla when the actions or events do not have all the rights
and authorizations.
This kind of action permits to attract a large panel of the populations without have to pass by
restrictive media, such as press or channels, which are focused on a specific target.
However, the success of such operation depends of the preparation, in the work: Guerrilla
Marketing for Nonprofit, Jay Conrad Levinson, Frank Adkins, and Chris Forbes explain that
marketers have to be well prepared to know the people to profile and to propose the event which
will touch them.

17 Global Journal of Management and Business Research, volume 11 Issue 7 Version 1.0 July 2011 ( p.3)
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In fact, marketers can choose one of the 5 majors dimensions of guerrilla marketing.
Firstly, the event action is a guerrilla marketing, which appears suddenly. The most famous one
is flash mob such as the in London T-Mobile organized a huge karaoke with a Beatles song. This
kind of actions is in ad equation with the NGO image, and we can easily propose an event action
with the two themes selected, just as the one in a Canadian mall. The organizers put a plastic
bottle on the floor. The organizers were waiting for someone to put the bottle in the junk pile, and
then, they would applause for more than 30 seconds to encourage recycling. Results: 500,000
YouTube hits in five days. (http://www.thesun.co.uk/sol/homepage/news/3490941/Flash-mobare-all-about-recycling.html)
Another option is the event product. NGO’s do not directly sell a product but rather an idea. The
event product permits for advertising directly on the street for free some articles, referring to the
NGO’s goals such as tee shirt, posters, bracelets, and other goodies with a slogan or images of the
organization. However, more than an advertising product, an event product creates a temporary
window. This kind of action is rather expensive due to the costs of elements necessary.
However, the guerrilla marketing with some animations by representatives of the brand or in
our case NGO is a good way to produce a buzz without generated expenses. In fact, some people
are posted in the street to create an animation directly with the product and draw the passers by
attention.
Guerrilla marketers also like to play directly with the urban furniture and décor. These kinds
of action are often realized mainly in the busy streets. The idea is to reinvent, to transform the
furniture to leave a message. Marketers can paint, create visual effects, and integrate their
product on a street element. The main advantage of this possibility is the effect of surprise,
because we can change an element that they see every day but on a new form.
Finally, there is the direct distribution of flyers, but this kind of action does not really concern
the sustainable development, because it consists in a flyers distribution, which can be expensive
and non eco-friendly.
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 Characteristics of Guerrilla Marketing

ADVANTAGES
-

Improves awareness

-

Low-cost operation

-

A large capacity of creativity

-

Proximity with population

-

Actions can touch a large public

-

Good campaigns are related on medias

-

Increases word of mouth

DRAWBACKS
-

According to the action, the impact can
be hard to evaluate.

-

High level of work and dedication

1.1.3.3 VIRAL MARKETING
The term ‘viral’ arose from medical and health sciences literature (Mather, 2000), and
corresponds here to a marketing activity that encourages individuals to propagate a marketing
message within their network(s), and thereby exponentially increases the potential reach of the
message. Viral marketing is generally agreed to involve spreading a marketing message via
‘word of mouse’ and ensuring that the receivers have the interest to pass along the message to
their acquaintances (Kaikati, 2004, p.4). A person who spreads a viral message must do so
without any financial incentive to do so. If the people spreading the message are being paid to
sell something, it's not viral marketing. This is not strictly necessary for a marketing campaign to
be viral, but it helps a lot.
Since viral marketing happens when people start to talk about something, it depends heavily on
novelty. Novelty has a short shelf life. For this reason, viral marketing most often fizzles out
quickly after people's attention reaches its limits. To get people's attention a second time, it needs
either a new message or a new set of people who haven't heard the original message.
Sustainable viral marketing depends on three critical variables. The incubation period of the
message, the scope of the target audience (people who would be excited to hear about it), and the
variety of new forms the same idea could take on. If the message has universal appeal and
42
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delivers an instant payoff, the message will have a short incubation period. You'll tell your
friends about it, they'll tell their friends, and the whole world will know. Then, life will go on,
and it's game over.
Theorists as Harris or Athreya have defined the impact of a viral message as super-critical (viral
explosion), sub-critical (viral death), or critical (viral campaign maintained, but with little effect).
To measure the effectiveness of a viral marketing campaign, it needs a common model based on
three campaign performance metrics: overall campaign performance (reach), the dynamic
performance of the viral component (dynamic criticality), and performance of the viral
component relative to the non-viral component of the campaign (relative viral reach). Indeed, the
successes of many campaigns labeled ‘viral’ are also due to many factors including traditional
mass communication.
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 Characteristics of the Viral Marketing
ADVANTAGES

DRAWBACKS

-

Great degree of creative license afforded through the message delivery medium that is more
intimate and personalized.

-

Viral marketing quickly becomes diluted through
misinterpretation

-

Whereas mass communication messages need to ensure that they are interesting, yet not
offensive to the broader community, viral messages can afford to be provocative, sharper,
edgier and even perhaps “darker.”

-

Viral marketing has become somewhat of a buzzword
phrase, and people's understanding of it is generally
poor.

-

Viral process also increases the speed with which the message is disseminated and maintains
the integrity of the message.

-

It takes a long time and a lot of up-front investment to
create the kind of buzz that spreads on its own.

-

The message can be more targeted, and this increases the likelihood of the message
effectively reaching interested individuals (particularly “hard-to-get” audience members) and
reducing the likelihood of the message being spread to uninterested individuals.

-

-

A receiver of a viral message is more likely to be amenable to the message because the
sender of the message has implicitly endorsed the message by passing it on (Chiu, et al.,
2007).
Whereas consumers are quick to delete messages from marketers, a message from a known
person is less likely to be deleted (Phelps et al., 2004), even if the sender is someone whom
sociologist Mark Granovetter (1973) might call a “weak tie.”

Putting out a message and having it go viral can be as
much a liability as an asset. The basic idea of viral
marketing is that people are talking about you. That
can be a great thing, but you're also at the mercy of the
other people doing the talking. This can be really
dangerous if the body of people doing the most talking
about you is saying things that you wouldn't want them
to say. This can be counter-productive to your
branding efforts (e.g., defamation).

-

-

-

Viral marketing must be self-sustaining. Viral marketing must spread from person to person
voluntarily, and the message will continue to spread without any continued effort to promote
it on the part of the originator. The utility of a viral message increases when others in your
center of influence use it along with you.
Synergistic value in integrating online and offline marketing strategies
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1.1.3.4 STEALTH MARKETING
Stealth marketing, also known as undercover
marketing, is a form of marketing where customers
do not realize that they are being marketed to.
The stealth marketing is an approach of avoiding
communicating the origin of the message by
recipients, as from the relevant brand or its agency.
The influx of advertising is ubiquitous; consumers are less and less credulous. The stealth
marketing is a way to bypass the blockage could have consumers, crumbling under
advertisements.
It is also called "stealth marketing," the name of the stealth technology that makes some
bombers undetectable by radar. So instead of just a web presence, marketing stealth now
settled in life every day.
By their very nature, stealth campaigns are designed to be deceptive. In fact, according to
Roskilde University Professor Roy Langer, stealth marketing specifically, “...attempts to
catch people at their most vulnerable by identifying the weak spot in their defensive shields.”
Marketers who implement such tactics claim that the effectiveness of the entire campaign
hinges on their ability to make the entire situation seem unscripted. In particular, a stealth
campaign needs to reach a consumer below that person’s “threshold potential and defensive
shields” in order to induce any sort of meaningful result. However, it is the intentionally
deceptive nature of stealth marketing that brings the ethicality of the entire practice into
question. Should companies be required to identify their promotional materials? And how
much control should consumers have with regards to the types of advertising methods
directed at them? In order to objectively answer these questions, we will look at the
phenomenon of stealth marketing using several different ethical frameworks.
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 Characteristics of Stealth Marketing
ADVANTAGES

DRAWBACKS

-

Creates a confort zone

-

Fails to hide the campaign

-

Reaching potential customers who are

-

If consumers discover they have been

typically cynical of advertising
-

manipulated

Generating a grassroots buzz that has

-

the potential to go viral
-

being unethical in the eyes of many

Giving customers the feeling that they

-

“discovered” a valuable product or
service
-

Undercover marketing is viewed as

the nickname “roach baiting.”
-

Less financial investment

Critics of undercover marketing use

Seen as a method to manipulate
consumers through dishonesty

***
To conclude this part on the effective alternative marketing concepts, the following mapping
sums up the basic effects that unconventional campaigns usually have from a consumer
perspective:
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Effect

Definition

Surprise

Consumers direct their attention to the advertising message because they are
surprised by the unconventional guerrilla action

Diffusion

Consumers voluntarily diffuse the advertising message because they are
surprised by or interested in the action

Low cost

The alternatives action requires relatively little expenses because the
advertising message is placed and diffused in a flexible and un conventional
manner that avoids typical advertising costs

***
Now that we have a better view of these concepts and that we know exactly what their
characteristics are, we will conduct a benchmarking to move a step forward and have a visual
approach and discover how these techniques have been used so far for causes similar to our
issues and have had good impact.
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1.2 BENCHMARKING
1.2.1

DEFINITION

A benchmarking is a process that consists in analyzing companies and business actions—in a
few words, an external analysis. Basically, it is responsibility of intelligence to do their due
diligence in order to launch the campaign already knowing what has been done in the past and
what the factors of success and failure are going to be in the future.
This survey in sustainable development field is similar to a business that would do a
competitive analysis before launching its product and will have to help us to have the right
idea, and in the end, it increase the chances of success.
So, the question to ask is: Why do different organizations use marketing? Of course, the
primary objective of the communication campaigns for NGOs is to raise awareness of the
public for the causes they defend. Then, there is also an eventual ambition to give the public
the desire to support the association or get involved in a movement. Actually, there are many
reasons to launch a campaign for an organization and it has to be the first thing to be set. Like
Simon Sinek 18 says, no matter what we do, we always have to “start with the WHY,” and that
is precisely this ‘why’ that will give the orientation of the campaign.
So what are the different possible reasons of communicating and for which impacts?
Objectives of the various campaigns:
1. Secure funding for the association and its mission.
Funds raised will be used to cover the structure, actions, and investments of the
association.
2. Mobilize.
Mobilization is to motivate the various human resources (supporters, members,
volunteers, employees, and volunteers of the association).
3. Inform.
Awareness before any commitment is the pre-stage of all forms of public participation
in the life of the association.

18 Simon O. Sinek (born October 9, 1973) is an English author and best known for
developing "The Golden Circle" and popularizing a concept of human motivation.
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4. Alert and change behavior.
To the extent that they replace some public institutions for the promotion of hygiene or
health, some associations have a goal of behavior modification, the same way that
some public services do.
5. Promote the association.
To exist, to assert itself tackles its counterparts, the association must ensure its own
promotion: It is necessary to make themselves known to the general public.
We will have to keep those elements for the rest of the file, especially in the last part when we
will address the recommendations part.

1.2.2 STUDY OF CURRENT ALTERNATIVE MARKETING TREND
Now, we will introduce interesting examples of campaigns—some in the same field as us and
some not, but that are still worth studying since they represent models of success.

1.2.2.1 A SUCCESSFUL MODEL: Kony 2012, Invisible Children
This campaign has certainly been one of the most efficient in the world. It was a video that
19

was viewed more than 80 million times in just five days , and was called “the media storm,”,
“the power of simplicity,” the “hyper sensation”, “the digital media sensation”….
Why did it have such success?
Invisible Children is an organization which has one goal: Arrest Joseph Kony. The buzz
began with only one video, which lasted approximately 30 minutes, which introduced the
situation in Uganda and why and how the founder of Invisible Children launched this action.
After the launch of their website, their blog and the creation of their pages on selected social
network (Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube), they published this famous video. The viral
19

Erica Orden and Emily Steel, Wall street journal, How 'Kony' Clip Caught Fire Online, March
10,2012,
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effect was direct. Many factors were the cause: the impact of powerful images to touch
spectators, but most of all, the ability to explain to everyone who watched the video that they
can act easily and help to change the situation. Besides, there was a first deadline of April 20,
2012, and the call to action to distribute flyers and increase awareness with “Cover the
Night.”
In fact, one of the main ideas of the first part campaign is that we can succeed “only if the
world knows,” and for that, Invisible Children was prepared. A kit was for sale on the website
with stickers, posters, tee shirts, bracelets, buttons and an action guide. Besides posters and
stickers for free download, there were videos to explain how to create the logo and where to
put the posters, and the organization also encouraged volunteer actions. For example, clean
public spaces, and then put the Kony 2012 name in the area, or propose free carwashes and
then give stickers to put on the clean car to drivers… A lot of possibilities all clearly
explained, thanks to a video on the website.
- Results:
A lot of media around the world relayed it. Opinionated leaders such as Oprah Winfrey and
international singer Rihanna supported this action. More than 3,500,000 pledges in 204
countries were received, and the film was viewed more than 104,500,000 times.
But their action is not finished. Every step is prepared, and their action is presented in five
parts:
1. Make Kony famous.
2. Engage policymakers.
3. Strengthen regional efforts.
4. Stop LRA violence.
5. Rehabilitate war affected communities.
The first part ended the 21st of April, after Cover the Night. Now, they will gather at the UN
headquarters to deliver their million pledges and explain to leaders that they want peace.
We can notice real complementarities in the media’s use as an important activity and presence
on the Internet and websites, where it is easy to navigate and also a targeting efficiency. All
the actions are oriented through the young and dynamic community (approximately 15-35
years). They also have applications for smartphone and tablets to always keep in touch with
the public.
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Invisible Children gather:
- On YouTube: more than 87.5 million views in 2 months
- On Facebook: more than 3,200,000 of like
- On Twitter: more than 401,000 followers

1.2.2.2 CAMPAIGNS RELATED TO SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
Companies and Water: Display Campaign
 Quicksilver: Scariness of Water
Quiksilver and Roxy brands launched their "Green Campaign" which aims to educate its
stakeholders to demonstrate compliance with sustainable development, especially in this
year's water protection.

The winner will be the one who wins the most votes by a voting system with a single click.
This is an ideal way to attract and involve young people into sustainable development. In all
cases, for each photo posted, Quiksilver and Roxy promise to plant a tree!
- Results:
For every photo posted, Quiksilver and Roxy promise to plant a tree. For the duration of the
Green Campaign, Quiksilver and Roxy will donate €1 to the association for the protection of
water for each items purchased on its eco ecommerce sites.
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 Denver: Water Wasting (guerrilla marketing urban furniture method)

Denver water: To save water
- Results:
In the spirit of using only what you need, let’s make this simple. Customers are everything.
Without their efforts, providing a secure water future is an exercise in futility. But carrots
work better than sticks. Using this approach, the campaign, along with some groundbreaking
conservation programs, has helped to reduce water consumption about 20 percent over the
past six years.
 Companhia Athletica Against Wasting Water (display campaign)

This company decides to use humour on advertise to draw people attention to protect our
water resources. Indeed, they used humour to convey an important message with the slogan:
“A quicker bath can save lives. Save water. Wasting it kills millions of people who don’t have
enough.”
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The campaign goal is to make us think about the reckless spending of water in different
countries. Indeed, here, its abundance at the tap or shower, we sometimes forget the
importance, value and scarcity of this vital element in some remote areas or that people die
every day from lack of water.
The graphic style is very original has the merit of drawing attention.
Companies and Cities
 RWE
To educate its staff to save energy, RWE, a German-electricity company, has devised an
operation ambient marketing offices in its headquarters: electrical outlets the company has
been transformed into fountains leaking "fluid" energy. The idea is to make waste visible by
comparing it to a water leak. Each catch was associated with a message referring to the RWE
website dedicated to the operation. This type of operation is much more effective than a
memo...

 ESKOM (guerrilla marketing urban furniture method)
A simple advertising using only a billboard to remember to “use wisely electricity,” this
campaign shows that even if this company is an electricity firm, they still use electricity
wisely. That means they use only what they really need.
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1.2.2.3 NGO’s & WATER
UNICEF (guerrilla marketing)
Water accessibility in the world: For this guerrilla marketing (product event), UNICEF
installed in New York a distributor with water from different African countries and on it the
name of water diseases.

- Results:
Nobody drank water, but many donated. This action was related by many media television
news (such as NY1), in the news (The New York Times, El mundo, CNN’s iReport,
Omnina.com.mx, ¿ y porqué no ?, ADnotas.com). In fact, this action permits to increase
awareness and raise funds. It engaged over 7.500 pedestrians, attracted worldwide media
coverage, and increased the number of donation beyond all expectations.
This campaign is a great example of guerrilla marketing because it created a huge buzz in the
street and actually returned great results. Just a dollar provides a child with 40 days of clean
drinking water.
Action Contre la Faim (guerrilla marketing urban furniture method)
1. Water Access in Urban Areas
The NGO organized a guerrilla marketing based on the transformation of street furniture. Two
days before the International Water Day, scheduled for 22 March in Paris, the organization
decided to draw public attention to the fact that a quarter of the world's urban population has
no access to drinking water.
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This action was supported by an advertising campaign on the Internet.
2. Lack of Water in the World (display campaign)
Another campaign in Paris was realized to draw attention of the
population. This advertising campaign was realized in two times.
Firstly, in partnership with a travel company, Action Contre la Faim
installed this advertisement: “A wild land, a bright sun...”
Then, a few days later (the day of the international congress for water in
Istanbul), installed the full advertisement:

This campaign proposes a new interpretation of the first image and make us realized that the
scariness of water is a real problem for many people in the world.
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Lotus Charity Society (stealth marketing)
In China, to explain that water is a rare commodity, they proposed a bag for an umbrella with
the drawing of a cup. This cup fills, thanks to the water of the umbrella

1.2.2.4 NGO’S AND CITIES
WWF (World Wildlife Fund)
1. Global Warming (guerrilla marketing link to event action)
In front of the Copenhagen 2009 meeting, WWF exposed an ice bear to sensitize on
the effects of global warming. The ice bear melted with the sun, and we could
discover the animal skeleton.
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Fightglobalwarming.com. Save the planet. Ride, don’t
drive.

A staging with polar animals taking shape thanks to the underground ventilation but moving
cars interrupts under the eye of passersby stunned.
Link: http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=f81oVLZk434
2. Cars Pollution (guerrilla marketing)
To inform about pollution in cities and more precisely pollution due to cars emissions,
WWF realize a street campaign in China. They attached a big balloon at the muffler of
a car. At the end of the day the balloon was huge, and we discovered the message:
“Drive one day less, and look at how much carbon monoxide you’ll keep out of the air
we breathe.”

3. Wasting (stealth marketing) 
This playful concept alerts about the
consumption of paper. The more you
consume the more you destroy South
America forests.
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4.

Earth Day (guerrilla marketing urban furniture method)
This action was made to remember Ukrainian to participate at the earth hour. They
installed “Do not disturb” posters on many electric or pollutants elements.

5. Saving Electricity (viral marketing)
Taking the concept forward Interest Group in Food and Agri-Business (IGFAB), IIM
Lucknow a national level school in management science, and producer of some of the
world's greatest managers, conducted an awareness campaign about saving electricity
in association with (WWF). This is the first time earth hour campaign is being
celebrated in Lucknow.

IIM, Lucknow students during Earth Hour Week
The event started by switching off all the public lights at 7:30 pm for 15 minutes on March 21,
2010, throughout the campus. The event was then followed by a candle light march in which
students, staff and faculty members actively participated. They took an oath to protect Mother
Earth, to reduce pollution, and conserve energy. Simultaneously IGFAB also conducted an
event at a well known shopping mall. The event mainly included a video presentation to
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sensitize the people about the need to save electricity so as to prevent global warming and its
disastrous effects on human life.
Both the events received an enthusiastic response in terms of participation and involvement
from IIM Lucknow students' community and the Lucknow people. IIM Lucknow is looking
forward to continue with these kinds of events for social and environmental causes and show
its solidarity in spreading the message about the same.

***
This benchmarking permits to have a quick overlook of different marketing action realized by
NGOs. Each operation succeeded, thanks to key factors: creativity, originality, and great
adaptation to the target. However, another key success factor is the way we relay those
actions, and that is why we will focus on the information diffusion in the following section.
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1.3

MEDIA INTERDEPENDENCE AND BUZZ CREATING

Having identified the major key success factors for alternative marketing campaigns, it is
important to understand that they could never have been a success without the relay media
and all the tools that they enable to create a buzz. Thus, the alternative marketing concepts
are the last piece of the machinery—the element that will enable the organization to gain in
visibility and reach its predefined goals. However, a whole environment has to be set first to
support and empower it and, in the end, create a buzz.
This part is therefore a great opportunity to remind all the cross media notions and describe
the interdependence between all the media in a whole marketing strategy in today’s society.
As explained in the introduction of this section, an idea alone is useless, just like an
alternative marketing action alone has no visibility, and the buzz expected does not occur
naturally.
So what is the global marketing network like for a campaign, what are the different media
required, what are the relay media and what is the position of the innovative marketing? That
is what we will try to answer in the following section.

***
The starting point is that, today, a great campaign has to be modern, innovative and viral,
meaning spreading smoothly one message from one media to another and adapting each time
to the characteristics of the said media
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1.3.1 INTRODUCTION TO THE BASIC MARKETING CAMPAIGN
NETWORK
Thus, first of all, it is might be interesting to identify and visualize the different marketing
weapons at the disposal of the marketer in order to lead a great innovative campaign: the
traditional offline, traditional online, the mobile marketing, the social networks and, finally,
our focus: innovative marketing.
All these elements complete each other and are needed to build a strong entire entity.

The purpose of this drawing is to keep in mind that in a marketing campaign, innovative
marketing is just one element of a whole network in which each element has a proper utility.
Thus, as explained before, innovative marketing will be the game changer, the element that
will give a movement between each tool.
In the following part, we will remind some characteristics of each element introduced in the
drawing.
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1.3.2

TRADITIONAL INTERNET (THE FOUNDATION)

The first tool that we can describe is the traditional Internet part, meaning basically the
website which represents the foundation of the whole system. Before we discuss the cross
media aspect of the website, it might be useful to be reminded of its purpose and its required
characteristics, since they have evolved in the past few years.
The website is the very base of the communication and the first tool to have ready in order to
get visibility and credibility towards the public. In some cases of campaigns, the message can
be common to different associations, companies, etc., so the creation of a “hub website” could
represent a great initiative to gather all the information and strengthen the message and the
final impact.
Sustainable development is a great example that would definitely justify the creation of a
platform/hub that we strengthen the message of many entities, which alone, would face more
difficulties to be heard at a larger scale.
In every case, the website will have to respect several rules in order to be efficient. However,
since it is not the purpose of the case here, we will not detail the shape related elements and
we will just remind the basics for the content:
•

Content related:
For sustainable development field, the core functions of the website that have to be
respected are:

-

Inform people: 5W+1H.

-

Educate people on sustainable development.

-

Build the loyalty and the community

-

Reward visitors.

-

Be a hub to other tools.

Coming back to innovative marketing, the event/action will have as direct consequence an
increase of the visits of the website because people will want to know more about the
organization. Therefore, the website will have to respond to the criterion detailed above to
catch the visitors and transform the visitor into a member.
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1.3.3

SOCIAL NETWORKS (THE RELAY MEDIA)

The second element of the network is the relay media which are the social networks. Besides
all the advantages that they represent in terms of loyalty building, connections creating,
information sharing, etc., they are the tool to prepare the buzz and feed the innovative
marketing action.
The most common networks today are Facebook, Twitter, Google+, LinkedIn, and Instagram
for western countries and Renren and Weibo for China.
Facebook 20
-

Monthly active users now total nearly 850 million.

-

250 million photos are uploaded every day.

-

20% of all page views on the web are on Facebook.

-

425 million mobile users.

-

100 billion connections.

-

2.7 billion “likes” per day.

-

57% of users are female.

In few words, Facebook is the social network to be on.
Twitter
- 340,000,000 Tweets per day
- Total 140,000,000+ active users
- 3 years, 2 months and 1 day (the time it took from the first Tweet to the billionth Tweet)
- 1 billion tweets per week.
- An average of 460 000 new accounts daily
- 50 million (the average number of Tweets people sent per day, one year ago)
- 140 million (the average number of Tweets people sent per day, in the last month)
- 177 million (Tweets sent on March 11, 2011.)
Twitter is an information network. Millions of people, organizations, and businesses use it to
discover and share new information. On Twitter, anyone can read, write and share messages
of up to 140 characters. These messages, or Tweets, are public and available to anyone
interested in them. Twitter users subscribe to your messages by following your account.
20

Figures for 2012, Corporate figures
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Followers receive every one of your messages in their timeline, a feed of all the accounts they
have subscribed to. When you combine messages that are quick to write, easy to read, public,
opt-in, and accessible anywhere, you have a powerful, real-time way of communicating.
LinkedIn
-

More than 50 million of members worldwide

-

North America (47,2%); Europe (22,8%); Asia (13,6%)

-

Over 200 countries

-

Used by 69 of the Fortune 100 companies

-

More than 1 million companies have LinkedIn pages

Source: LinkedIn demographics and statistics
LinkedIn is a social network specialized for business relations, launched in 2003. This
platform permits to create and manage a professional network. However, some news and links
to Twitter and Facebook can be made and therefore have an impact in the creation of flow in
the network.
Google+
-

Male (69,4%); Female (29,4%); Other (1,4%)

-

More than 170 million users

It is a direct competitor to Facebook. With this social network, users can share all kind of
contents such as video, photography or articles. This social network also allows direct
videoconferences.
This social network is really close to Facebook, with fewer users. For a global action of a
NGO’s we can ask: Is Google+ necessary, or is an account on Facebook and Twitter
sufficient?
Instagram
-

7 million users worldwide who upload 1.3 m photos everyday

-

Average of 15 pictures upload per second

-

In 10 months, 150 million of pictures upload

Launched in October 2010, Instagram is an application for smartphone, which permits the
user to take and share photography on social networks.
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Mark Zukerberg, chief executive and co-founder of Facebook, recently bought Instagram for
$1billion.
Chinese Social Media
Since our project is also targetting China, the following part will be dedicated to the two
major social media in China: Renren and Weibo. Indeed, those social networks are less
known in Western country, but it would be relevant to take this opportunity to spend more
time to understand how China works (on this aspect) and how we could, in a global or
targeted campaign, reach the Chinese population, which will reach 1.39 billion of inhabitants
in 2015.
Sina Weibo

21

Sina Weibo was launched by the Sina Corporation, China's biggest web portal, in August
2009. On July 2009, the Chinese Government blocked the access to Twitter and Fanfou, the
then leading Twitter clone, in China. Internet companies such as Sina and Tencent started
offering microblog services to their users in mainland China. According to the Sina
corporation annual report 3, the Weibo microblog now has more than 50 million active users
per day, and 10 million newly registered users per month. While both Twitter and Sina Weibo
enable users to post messages of up to 140 characters, there are some differences in terms of
the functionalities offered.
-

The content of tweets on Sina Weibo:
There is an important difference in the content of tweets between Sina Weibo and
Twitter. While Twitter users can post tweets consisting of text and links, SinaWeibo
users can post messages containing text, pictures, videos and links.
We observed that there are vast differences between the content that is shared on Sina
Weibo than that of Twitter. People tend to use Sina Weibo to share jokes, images and
videos and a signifficantly large percentage of posts are retweets. The trends that are
formed are almost entirely due to the repeated retweets of such media content. In
contrast, we observed on Twitter that trending topics are mainly caused by sources of
media.

21 What trends in Chinese Social Media, 2011
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Renren 22
The Renren Network (Chinese: 人 人 网 ; literally "Everyone's
Website"), formerly known as Xiaonei Network is a Chinese social
networking service that is similar to Facebook. It has been called the Facebook of China.
The number of monthly active users in March 2011 was 31 million people.
Renren is a typical social network system with a variety of functions with its own
characteristics. Most functions are just the same as those in Facebook: Profile, Friends,
Applications and also a points and levels-system is implemented. Renren users earn "points"
for various activities, such as logging in regularly, posting updates, and receiving comments
and replies from contacts. As users earn points, their "level" on the website increases, and at
certain levels users gain extra privileges such as access to additional emoticons, skins for their
profile, and the ability to view other user's profiles without others' knowledge. Alternatively,
users can gain access to all privileges by paying a monthly fee to become a VIP user.
Having reminded the characteristics of the social networks, we now can wonder what is their
role in the innovative campaign. We will address this point at the end of the section, after
having introduced all the elements.

1.3.4

MOBILE MARKETING (THE BRIDGE)

Between the social networks and websites, there can be built an interesting bridge: mobile
marketing, which is basically the creation of smart phones, tablets apps, etc. The mobile
application is the extension of the website and social networks on smartphones and tablets
enable the user to get direct access to the information and, above all, upload some pictures,
videos, publish comments, likes, tweets, etc., at any time of the day…
Therefore the application should give an active position to the user and give him the
possibility not only to read news but also to ACT, that is why it has to be dynamic and link
the app to Facebook and Twitter and to launch regularly games, challenge, geo-localization to
create the need to connect often and therefore enhance the feeling of belonging to the
community.
To this innovative vision of the mobile marketing we can add a more traditional use, which is
the sending of SMS or MMS to a defined data base. More importantly, mobile SMS has a
22 TechRice, 2011
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95% read rate and a 15% response rate versus averages of 1% for traditional media. However,
the time of the sending and the content will have to be adapted to the target, or it will face the
same problem of traditional media: being ignored.

1.3.5 TRADITIONAL MEDIA (THE SUCCESS INDICATOR)
In an innovative marketing approach, traditional media has to be seen as the last link of the
chain and as an indicator of the performance of the innovative strategy. If the innovative
marketing strategy is a success, traditional media will relay it in the end. It is therefore a
reverse approach that marketing actors have to get nowadays: start from nothing to get to
traditional media.

1.3.6

LINK MEDIA - INNOVATIVE MARKETING - BUZZ

Finally, we come to the point to understand how the elements work together and complete
each other in an innovative marketing campaign. Before, during and after the operations, a
precise strategy has to be set.
Here are exposed the different step of the process:

1.3.6.1

THE PREPARATION BEFORE THE OPERATION: OBJECTIVE
AND TARGETING

First of all, it is important for the marketer to focus on two major axes: set the objective: this
is the “why” that we discussed previously. Will it be to educate people, encourage them to
visit the website, make a donation, attend a coming bigger event, etc.? The second axe will be
to define the target of the operation. Talking about guerrilla marketing that will occur outside,
we will have to choose properly the place according to the criteria defined. The last and most
important word of the phase is: CREATION.
How can you surprise people and attract their attention to sustainable development? What is
the note that we want to give to the event/to the campaign: make people scared? Amused?
Curious? Shocked?
In all the situations, it has to be strong and cause a reaction. Always keep in mind the first
effect that will have to be strong enough to attract and the second effect that will transmit the
message.
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1.3.6.2

PRE-OP COMMUNICATION (Pre-Buzz)

Innovative marketing shall target a population in particular according to a very clear
objective. The innovative marketing aims to closer to relationship with the public, so the
event has to be announced and “buzzed” before the operation. For this purpose, different
levers are at the disposal: the social networks, the blogs and multichannel direct marketing.
Social networks are the most accurate way to reach the target we defined since through groups
of interests we can directly have access to the core target population. That is where Facebook,
Twitter, Google+, even LinkedIn or equivalent play a great role and, without any expense,
prepare the buzz. The event should be introduced with mystery and the information should be
given piece by piece before the event. The marketer will have to be creative: post videos,
launch games to rigger the interest and excitement.
It is the same logic with the blogs that enable to reach a certain target. One should not hesitate
to post regularly and announce the event on these channels.
The other option is the multichannel direct marketing with the emailing and the SMS with the
rental of a database (OPT’IN, for instance) that will provide the contact of a target group
defined by the geolocalization, the age, the gender, the activity etc.
In all the cases, different pulses should be set, increasing with the time remaining before the
event day: ex D-15, D-10, D-9 … to remind the target the event and motivate people to
mobilize on the D-day. A retro planning is therefore needed to schedule all the actions from at
least 3 months before the event in which we will spread the “side event-challenges” to
encourage the public: games like an announcement of a challenge of the best picture of the
event shared on Instagram and relayed on Facebook with reward.

1.3.6.3

ON SITE COMMUNICATION (Feed the Buzz)

The event has to be innovative, to entertain the passer-by and make them feel like sharing
what they are experiencing. So the nature of the event itself and the degree of innovation and
creativity will naturally make the population take pictures or videos and then share them on
Facebook or Twitter. That is the reaction expected. However, the first aim of the event is to
communicate, give a message. That is the reason why we should find a way to inform people
on site. Too many marketers have experienced a failure with the distribution of tons of leaflets
that will end in the trash few meters after the event. Besides the ecological aspect that is
inappropriate, the impact is not worth it.
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Thus, it is more and more recommended to use flash codes, which, with the use of the
smartphone, will connect directly the public to a dedicated page, could be the website or the
video of the campaign. Still, because the public will be intrigued, it will try to get the
information by itself so the ROI will be better. Moreover, the use of flash codes enables to
have on live-statistics: number of people who flashed, the pages visited, what device they
used… so the post event report will be easier, so will be the measurement of the success of
the event.
Another tool can be used on site: Bluetooth marketing. Bluetooth marketing is basically a
Bluetooth born using the wireless technology to reach the activate devices till 20 meters
around the event. The hotspot Bluetooth will send automatically a message to the people
asking to “accept” media content: video/ e-leaflet. If the person agrees, he/she will receive the
information and will have access to the content+ information on the on-going event. The
advantage of the technology is that the message will be saved in the device and will still be
checkable after the event.
The Bluetooth born can also be used in a “lottery mode” and will send win coupon and lost
coupon to the people in a random way. This could be a great way to make people join and
participate to the event. Besides this, the onsite team should communicate and react in real
time about what is happening on the event: tweet, post pictures, and even post short videos.

1.3.6.4

POST EVENT AND BUZZ ACCELERATOR

The post event follow up is also very critical. A formal video has to be edited to describe the
event, show people’s reaction and the purpose of the event, in other words: materializing the
success of the event. Other informal videos, more amateur should also be edited. All the
videos will have to be uploaded on relay media such as YouTube/ Dailymotion/ Youku and
then buzzed on the social networks, websites, blogs and mobile apps. The marketer will have
to make people express, react and debate, share the event, in a word, buzz it.
As a consequence, we understand that each tool has a function and that each of them has to be
considered properly; otherwise, the innovative operation will not be a success. Every action
and detail has to be scheduled and thought of in advance according to an objective and a
target. The best innovative marketing action will look very spontaneous, natural and not
driven by a clear objective, but this is the result of a meticulous preparation.
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CONCLUSION OF CHAPTER 1
In this first chapter we tried to give a great picture of the marketing and media adapted to the
sustainable development.

***
First of all, we understood that we have many reasons to trust in the future, to be optimistic
because the ways of communicating have developed very fast, and we have today many options
to defend an idea and to give it visibility.
Innovative marketing is particularly relevant and appropriate in world in which people need to be
constantly surprised and where people are interconnected through the Internet and social
networks.
The world has changed; we have to adapt to it and reinvent the game rules.
Then, once talking about sustainable development, we introduced four concepts of alternative
marketing that we selected for to their relevance and potential to support the communication. We
described their characteristics and how to use them properly, and demonstrated how other
organizations have used them successfully. We assume that those concepts can already be used in
the USA, but it is important to keep a global point of view and therefore recognize that, first, they
are efficient and that, second, they are a real tool in the rest of the world to play on.
Finally, we have reminded that even though innovative marketing is an efficient marketing
weapon, it is just a link in the chain of a campaign and creating a buzz implies to coordinate it
with other elements to have, in the end, a whole efficient strategy.

***
Having established the tools and introduced the marketing and media part, we will now focus on
the analysis of the countries selected for this document.
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PART II: COUNTRIES ANALYSIS
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We saw in the first chapter the different marketing concepts and back up/complementary media.
As explained in this chapter, one of the very first steps in the process of a campaign launch is to
propose an event or action, adapted to our target.
As a consequence, in the framework of this case study, we decided to discover five countries on
four continents, which are: France, United States, China, Morocco, and Congo. Their analysis
will enable us to show concretely that for countries with different specificities, the same actions
will not always be appropriate, and above all, the way to relay the information will be different so
the marketer will have to adapt to the constraints.
Therefore, the purpose of the following section will be to analyze deeply those 5 countries,
understand what the place of new media in different cultures is, and what feelings people have
about them. Also, directly in relation with our topic, we are going to examine the relationship of
people with their environment and their perception of sustainable issues. We will see how the 1530 years old population of those 5 different countries sees the present and the future. The
gathering and the analysis of these data will enable us, in the end, to adapt, as marketers, and
make recommendations about what would be the relevant and appropriate campaign to launch if,
tomorrow, we would be in charge of the communication for the issues of Water and Cities.
Before presenting the analysis section, we firstly introduced our method choices as well as the
process we followed during data collection and interpretation. After having processed all the data
collected, we established a common structure to each country in order to organize them. It is in
this perspective of clarification of the reading that we gathered analyzed data by country. It
enables us to state the emerging findings at the end of each country note. Finally, the whole
chapter will end by a synthetic conclusion of our findings. This will lead us to the last chapter of
the file: The Communication Strategy.

***
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2.1 METHODOLOGY
2.1.1 CHOICE OF METHOD
2.1.1.1

OVERVIEW OF THE METHOD

In order to realize the analysis, we selected a mix-method approach, using a qualitative content
analysis technique but still in interpreting some key figures. It gives us the opportunity to
determine on what part of the information inferences shall be made.
Thus, we used the triangulation method by mixing data sources and methods to have diverse
viewpoints upon our topic. We used data triangulation, as Denzin (1970) 23 defined it, which
entails gathering data through several sampling strategies, so that slices of data at different times
and social situations, as well as on a variety of people, are gathered. Indeed, for data collection,
we mainly refer to scholar articles and Internet content, but also books and the conduct of semistructured interviews. That is why our analysis is based on both secondary (collected by others)
and primary data (collected by us). We also use investigator triangulation, which refers to the use
of more than one researcher to gather and interpret data.

2.1.1.2

SYNCHRONOUS COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

We chose to do a synchronous comparative analysis of five countries located on different
continents. In relation with the affiliation of the members of the group with foreign countries, we
selected the following ones: China, Congo, France, Morocco, and the United States. The aim of
such method is to have a more global vision of the actual situation of the media landscape. We
focus, at the same time, on the importance of the sustainable development in different areas of the
world. Indeed, both communication and sustainable development issues cannot be limited to one
particular country and population. Through this project, we have the willingness to highlight
various components of our topic and not be locked in an occidental framework for example.
Comparing different societies should enable us to better understand the complexity of the issues
we work on, in order to adapt then our findings and strategies to specific environments.

23

Denzin, N. K. (1970). The Research Act in Sociology. Chicago: Aldine.
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2.1.1.3

SEMI-CONSTRUCTED ANALYSIS

The semi-structured interview is an organized reflection about a specific topic with a group of
individuals. It is a technique of gathering information that enables the researcher to focus the
discourse of the interviewees on subjects previously defined and documented in an interview
guide. The participants are selected due to certain characteristics they share, which relate to the
topic being discussed, and they are encouraged to share their points of view without pressure
(Krueger and Casey, 2002). Indeed, unlike directive and structured interview, the semi-structured
one does not confine the discourse of the interviewee in a closed setting. Question of the
interview guide remains open.

2.1.2

PROCESS OF THE SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEWS

2.1.2.1

PRESENTATION AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THE INTERVIEWS

As we decided to do a synchronous comparative analysis of five countries, we conducted our
interviews in each of those pre-selected cities or countries. We retained Beijing for China, Paris
for France, Kinshasa for Congo, Casablanca for Morocco and finally different cities for the
United-States.
Each member of our group is affiliated with a city or a country according to its affinity with it,
and becomes the head of a dedicated sample of persons. He/she, therefore, had the task to find the
participants and then is awarded the role of interviewer, coordinator and facilitator. Finally, as
investigator triangulation is used, each member of our group has the task of analysing the results
and generating findings according to tendencies that may emerge from the results. After having
determining the results, this first step is pursued by a collective work of analysis, in order to
check and validate the collected data and the translation we made of it, and then create the final
findings.
The aim of the interviews is to help us to understand concretely the relationship people can have
with new media and the sustainable development, as well as the perception they can have. We are
interested, for example, in finding what impact new media can have on people living in different
environments. We chose to conduct interviews to have a real contact with people and a direct
way of investigation to adjust better our communication strategy following the findings that
emerged. In the same optic of the all project aim, we search to understand better the public we
target in order to better reach and then connect them with sustainable issues that interest us.
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The Sample
The sample consists of 20 persons per country, so 100 in total. Selected participants meet the
socio-demographic criterion, based on the age. The focus is upon the 15-30 years old segment.
Characteristics of the population surveyed:
Country

China

Name of the participants
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

CYRIL LIU
GUMAN
JIELIU
LAWRENCE ZHANG
LI NA
LIQIAN
LISA LIU
LIU ABIGAIL
LUKE ZHANG
LUOYI
PADDY SUN
PAUL WANG
SUIXIANG
TINA SUN
WANGLI
WUWENWEN
XILIN
YANG BO
YUANYUAN
ZHANG SHUO

Gender

Age

M
F
M
M
F
F
F
F
M
M
M
M
F
F
F
F
F
M
F
F

24
30
26
28
22
28
29
29
30
30
29
29
25
28
28
24
26
26
29
30

Occupation
Student
Journalist
Personal Trainer
Sales
Student
Journalist
IPO Manager
HR Manager
Sales Manager
Financial Analyst
IT Manager
Zen Teacher
Journalist
Translator
Journalist
PA
Journalist
Bodyguard
Journalist
Director Assistant
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Country

Name of the participants

21

CONGO

MOROCCO

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

AZABHO Aaron
BOUKINA Estelle
IMPOSO Clara
KAMBALE Freddy
KIBONGUI Huguette
KINTWA Pierre
MATUBANZULIA Wilfried
LUSAKO Gaylor
MAKASU Henriette
MAKOKO Louise
MBOKA Clementine
MPONGO Patrick
NDALI David
NDALI Leko
PASAPELE Sarah
SWATA Abigael
TANDU Aurélie
TOUALY Réno
TSHIKAYA Alain
TSHIMBALAGA Gertrude
ACHARAI Hayat
ADYEL Fatima
BACHIRI Basma
BENCHEIKH Sabri
BENCHEKROUN Othmane
BENJELLOUN Amine
CHAOUI Nawal
EL HAJJI Ghita
ELHALOUI Mostafa
ELHALOUI Nesrine
GUENOUN Saad
GUENOUN Zineb
HASSAN Younes
KAMEL Meryem
KETTANI Salma
LAZRAK Adnan
LAZRAK Maria
OULHAZME Brahim
SALAMA Rachid
SOUFIANE Wahi

Gender

Age

M
F
F
M
F
M
M
M
F
F
F
M
M
F
F
F
F
M
M
F
F
F
F
M
M
M
F
F
M
F
M
F
M
F
F
M
F
M
M
M

20
18
25
30
20
26
17
27
28
27
29
31
29
24
30
22
17
26
30
23
29
28
23
24
17
30
30
16
30
29
30
28
16
27
15
30
29
30
28
23

Occupation
Student
Student
Student
Teacher
Student
Drawer
Student
Mechanician
Teacher
Unemployed
Housekeeper
Police Officer
Computer Scientist
Student
Nurse
Student
Student
Cost Controller
Owner of a gas station
Student
Management
Housewife
Student
Student
Student
Senior Management
Housewife
Student
Manager
Cosmetic Saleswomen
Business Manager
Makeup Artist
Student
Cosmetic Employee
Student
Employee
Bank Employee
Engineer
Engineer
Student
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Country

FRANCE

USA

Name of the participants
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100

BERTRAND Fanny
BROUSSIN Matthieu
BRZOSKOWSKA Aleksandra
DELAVAUD Gauthier
DURAJ Ewelina
FAURE Julien
FERGANI Alexandre
GANNE Virgile
GASNOT Claudia
LIBERMAN Steven
MAHAKASA Akina
MAHAKASA Amandine
MELLE BOUTIÉ Stéphanie
MERAND Diane
MOISAN Edouard
NAHORY François
NAHORY Louis
PRYKA Benjamin
RICHARD Nina
VAYSSE Flore-Alexia
BABINO Chris
BAKER Daniela
BAKKEN Taylor
BROMMEL Robert
COLLINS Simone
CROSBY Shiana
DAVIS Audra
GEORGE Trevor
JOSEPH Josie
KOCH Angela
MATHURIN Jean
McCLOSKEY Erin
McCOY Armand
MOKABO Boris
NKASHAM Glory
NKWAWO Alexandra
RICHARDS Tori
SILL John
STOCKMAN Lya
WILLIAMS Glenn

Gender

Age

Occupation

F
M
F
M
F
M
M
M
F
M
F
F
F
F
M
M
M
M
F
F

25
22
21
23
24
23
23
22
18
27
24
23
24
26
22
21
22
21
16
25

Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Musician
Purchase Engineer
Student
Student
Sound Engineer
Student
Student
Ambulance Driver
Parliamentary Assistant
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Engineer

M
F
F
M
F
F
F
M
F
F
M
F
M
M
F
F
F
M
F

24
26
21
25
26
23
21
22
26
19
27
24
15
24
20
26
22
28
26

Data Analyst
Student
Student
IT Recruiter
Consultant
English Language Assistant
Student
Business Developer
Receptionist at hotel
Computer Assistant
Mental Health Technician
Graduate Student
Student
CEO
College Student
Student
Analyst /Programmer (I.T.)
Graduate Assistant/Student
Graphic Designer

M

25

Assistant and Student
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2.1.2.2 THE INTERVIEW GUIDE
The average duration of the qualitative procedure lasts 20 minutes. The interview guide, firstly
written in French, has been translated in English as all the participants speak English or/and
French. Then, we adapted the terms for each country.
For the preparation of interview guide, we asked ourselves different questions and imposed a
method. Here is an extract:
> What is the information we are looking for?
- Formulate questions and translate them in terms intelligible to the interlocutor.
- Do not put the answer in the question. It means avoid questions in the affirmative, and as far as
possible, do not make suggestions response. The aim is to avoid the imposition of an issue.
> How do we choose the order of questions?
- Prepare questions in a logical order. First ask the least troublesome issues, ones that will build
confidence, as factual questions.
The interviews have been conducted in person, via telephone or Internet, in order to facilitate the
process. A written report has been transmitted through Internet just before the session started,
allowing the participant to directly consult the interview guide. It enabled us to keep a written
record of the focus interviews sessions. Such process implicated no interactivity between the
interviewees. Indeed, it is not a focus group, as people were not gathered in the same place.
The themes that we retained for the interview are the following ones: new media, the sustainable
development and the water and cities issues. The guide requires each participant to describe its
relationship with new media and sustainable development as well as its point of view on those
subjects.
We present you below the interview guide sent to the participants and then one copy of a
completed guide. Completed guides are added in the appendix section.

***
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INTERVIEW GUIDE

Within the framework of a consulting project for a non-governmental organization (WCPUN),
associated to the United Nations, we are making a survey about two related topics, which are the
sustainable development with a focus on the water and cities issues and new media. This survey
is conducted in 5 experimental countries: China, Congo, France, Morocco, and the USA.
The guide below aims to highlight your point of view and relationship concerning different
subjects. The collected data will help us to understand better the behavior of the audience
targeted for this project, and enable us to identify what might be developed to engage and
empower broader civil society involvement in sustainable issues. The ultimate goal of the project
is to discuss how new media can contribute to sustainable development.
The average duration for this survey is about 20 minutes. We kindly remind you that there are no
good or bad answers. We just request sincere answers. Thank you for your comprehension.
I the undersigned, (Surname/name) agree to participate to this survey.
On (date), At (place)
I. Socio-demographic and socio-professional data of the participant
- Gender:
- Age:
- City / country:
- Profession:

II. Relationship to new medias
•

Internet

1. Do you have access to the Internet at home and/or at your workplace?
•

Portable devices

2. In the following list, what portable device do you own and use?
⇒ Digital tablet:
⇒ Hand-held computer:
⇒ Laptop: yes
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⇒ PDA (Personal Digital Assistant):
⇒ Smartphone:
3.

From which device are you connected the most to the Internet? (computer, smartphone,
tablets…)

Where? (Internet cafes, in the transport, at home, at work...)
•

Social Network

4. Are you engaging in social networking? Do you build relationships through online
community?

-

If yes, does such activity lead you to participate to offline communities?

-

If yes, how often? (hourly, daily, weekly, monthly, yearly...)

•

Social Media

5. Which social media (Facebook, Twitter, Google +…) do you use?

-

How often? (hourly, daily, weekly, monthly...)

-

On an average basis, how much time do you spend on them per day?

•

Collaborative Media

6. Which collaboration websites (YouTube, Dailymotion…) do you use the most?

-

How often? (hourly, daily, weekly, monthly)

-

On an average basis, how much time do you spend on them per day?

•

Alternative Media

7. Do you know the concept of alternative marketing?
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- If yes, how would you define it?
8. Among the list below, which marketing concepts do you know? How would you define
them?
- Street/ Guerrilla marketing:
- Buzz & viral marketing:
- Ambush marketing:

9. What is your opinion about these concepts?

•

Conclusion of the media section

10. Through which types of media are you the most willing to catch information? (audio, visual,
video...)
11. What are the advertisement campaigns that attract you the most and have a great impact
upon you? Why?
12. Do you think that new media are now more important than the traditional ones?

TRANSITION: Having established your relationship with new media, we are now going to focus
on the sustainable development issues.

III. Relationship with sustainable development
•

Definition of sustainable development

13. Do you know the expression “sustainable development?”
-

If yes, what would be your definition for it? In your opinion, which adjectives
describe the best the expression “sustainable development?”

14. What does “being green” means to you? Do you think of it as a mere trend?
15. Could you classify by priority the following issues related to sustainable development:
ocean, water, cities, energy, food, disaster and employment.
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•

Sustainable development information

16. Do you think that you are enough informed about sustainable development stakes and
issues?
-

If yes, where do you usually find this type of information?

17. Would you be interested in having more information in order to adapt better your daily life?
-

•

In that case, in what way and by which medium would you prefer to be informed?

Actions in favour of sustainable development

18. Could you tell us one of the recent actions led by your city or your country in favour of the
sustainable development?
19. Do you think that it is important to heighten awareness of youths about sustainable
development at school?

20.

Do you believe that some actions at this level would impact their behavior?

According to you, which organization should launch prevention and education campaigns?

•

Conclusion of the sustainable development section

21. Do you consider yourself as being responsible and involved in the sustainable development
on a daily basis?
-

If yes, how do you involve yourself in favour of sustainable issues?

TRANSITION: We have just discussed the sustainable development issues. To conclude, we are
now going to focus more on two main issues: water and cities. Therefore, in the following part,
we will ask you few questions about them.
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IV. Focus on the water topic
22.

How many liters of water do you think you consume every day? (Direct consumption:
shower, drink, etc. and indirect consumption: products requiring water to work or for their
manufacturing)

23.

5 to 10 liters
10 to 20 liters
80 to 100 liters:
150 to 200 liters
500 to 600 liters
On earth, every 20 seconds, a child dies from a water-related illness. Did you know this

figure? Do you think that communication campaigns based on possibly shocking figures, as
this one, would develop more the awareness of the audience?
24.

How concerned are you about access to water in the future - in your community /
worldwide?

TRANSITION: The water focus on is now finished. Here are the questions concerning the city
topic.

V. Focus on Cities
25. According to you, what is the most important sustainable issue for your city? (pollution,
sorting, waste, company sustainability reports, etc.)
26. Do you think the regular campaigns to fight against pollution and waste have an impact on
the behavior of citizens?
27. Do you think it is too late to improve living conditions in cities? Why?

28. What kind of actions for sustainable development, concerning the theme of the city, would
you like to participate?

END OF THE INTERVIEW: All the members of the team thank you very much for your help
and your will.
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Here is presented a completed guide. We took John Still, an American graduate assistant, for the
example.
Interview Guide
I the undersigned John Sill agree to participate to this survey.
On 04/0/2012, at Minneapolis

I.

Socio demographic data of the participant

- Gender: Male
- Age: 28
- City / country: Minneapolis, MN/ United-States
- Profession: Graduate assistant/student

II.

Relationship to new medias

1.

Do you have access to the Internet at home? You bet

2.

Do you own a laptop? A smart phone? A tablet? I own a laptop… none of that other

garbage
3.

Which social networks and collaboration websites (YouTube, Dailymotion…) do you

use? Facebook, YouTube,
-

How often? (for each media written above) Daily

4.

From which device are you connected the most to the Internet? (Computer, smartphone,

tablets…) Computer
-

Where? (Internet cafes, in the transport, at home, at work) At home & at work

5.

Do you know the concept of alternative marketing? Nope

- If yes, how would you define it?
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6.

Among the list below, which marketing concepts do you know? How would you define

them?
- Street marketing: soliciting responses from pedestrians on the street
- Guerrilla marketing: hmmm...not really sure…similar to street marketing, just with more people
who wouldn’t seem like they are marketing something?
- Buzz & viral marketing: making things go viral online
- Ambush marketing: marketing that forces ideas/products on consumers through all forms of
communication (both direct/indirect)
7.

What is your opinion about these concepts?

Since I can’t 100% accurately define them, I don’t really have strong opinions I guess.
8.

Through which media are you the most willing to catch an information? (audio, visual,

video) Video/visual
9.

What are the advertisement campaigns that mark you the most and have a great impact

upon you? Why?
Clever marketing campaigns (Dos Equis commercials, for example)
Also commercials that utilize specific musical artists’ songs that tailors to my personal tastes (I
remember an AT&T commercial using a nick drake song)

10.

Do you think that new media are now more important than the traditional ones?

I don’t think they’re necessarily “more” important, but adapting to our changing culture and
finally catching up to the new media we gather our information from.

Transition: having established how you see the new media, we are now going to focus on the
sustainable development issues.

III. Relationship with Sustainable Development
11.

Do you know the expression “sustainable development”? Not really, no.

-

If yes, what would be your definition for it? Which adjective describe the best the

expression « sustainable development »?
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12.

Do you think that you are enough informed about sustainable development stakes and

issues? No
-

If yes, how?

13.

Would you be interested in having more information in order to adapt better your daily

life? Absolutely…I know I lived a more sustainable life living in Brussels, Belgium
-

In that case, in what way and by which means would you prefer to be informed?

Honestly, more regulation/rules on what you can/cannot do. It was an adjustment living abroad
and adhering to their extremely strict waste management guidelines, but I adapted and actually
maintain them here in the U.S.

14.

Could you tell us one of the recent actions led by your city or your country about

sustainable development? I think alternative energy initiatives (solar, wind, etc) help us get on the
right path for future success/opportunity.
15.

Could you classify by priority the following issues related to sustainable development:

ocean, water, cities, energy, food, disaster and employment.
1. Water/ 2. Energy/ 3. Employment/ 4. Ocean/ 5. Cities/ 6. Food/ 7. Disaster

16.

What does “being green” means to you? Do you think of it as a mere trend?

Having less of an impact on our environment (reduce, reuse, recycle). It used to be a trend for
me until I actually lived it abroad.

17.

Do you think that it is important to heighten awareness of the youths about sustainable
development at school? Absolutely. As a former teacher, I would consistently talk about
“being green” and what they could do as students to help our environment. Earth day was
huge abroad.

-

Do you believe that some actions at this level would impact their behavior?
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Definitely. Kids are very impressionable. If their role models are informing them and offering
advice to living a more sustainable lifestyle, that leaves an impact and builds foundational
knowledge/beliefs.
18.

Do you consider yourself as being responsible and involved in the sustainable
development on a daily basis? Yeah

-

If yes, how do you involve yourself in favour of sustainable issues?

I actually live with two other people and informed them what they can do better in the recycling
effort. They are now much better at separating their waste.

19.

According to you, which organization should launch prevention and education
campaigns? Don’t know.

Transition: we have just discussed the sustainable development issues but we are now going to
focus more on two main issues: water and the cities. Therefore, in the following part, we will ask
you few questions about them.

IV. Focus on the Water Topic
20.

How many liters of water do you think you consume every day? (direct consumption:
shower, drink, etc. And indirect consumption: products requiring water to work or for
their manufacturing) Oh wow…great question! I’m guessing probably

-

5 to 10 liters
10 to 20 liters
80 to 100 liters: Yes
150 to 200 liters
500 to 600 liters

21.

On earth, one child dies every 20 seconds, a child dies from a water-related illness. Did
you know this figure? Do you think that a communication on “shock” figures like this one
would develop more the awareness of the population? No, I did not know this figure. I
think the “shock” figures help, but marketers need to do more than just provide
statistics…they need to follow up a “shock” figure with helpful hints for people regarding
what they can do now to decrease their own consumption
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22.

How concerned are you about access to water in the future - in your community /
worldwide? Hmmm…to be honest…right now I’m not worried. If I should be worried,
the information is not getting to me in the best medium. I have read a few articles in
rolling stone about the upcoming shortage of water, but it’s not an issue our politicians,
news media, or government is addressing. Ahhh…to continue the trend and stereotype of
being a lazy American who needs to be spoon-fed everything…it’s sad isn’t it? I don’t
know…it was never on my radar living abroad either though, so it’s definitely an issue
not being properly addressed anywhere.

Transition: the water focus on is now finished. Here are the questions concerning the city topic.

V. Focus on Cities
24.

What do you consider the biggest issues facing your city for "respect for the planet"?

(pollution, sorting, waste, company sustainability reports, etc.) Companies’ sustainability
25.

Do you think the regular campaigns to fight against pollution in the city have an impact
on the behavior of citizens? Yeah, I think they do…not to the extent they hope, but I think
it does make a difference at some level.

26.

Do you think it is too late to improve living conditions in cities? Why?
No…not at all. I think once people firmly believe in something after receiving accurate &
(shocking) information, they can start discussions on how to change their lifestyles…but
this is an optimist speaking ;)

27.

What kind of actions for sustainable development, concerning the theme of the city,
would you like to participate? Recycling efforts & water conservation…those were the
themes I found throughout the survey itself & my answers to questions.
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2.1.2.3

REPORTING OF INFORMATION

In order to preserve a degree of objectivity, we used a technique of codification. Analyzing
content of 100 interview guides is complex. That is why we bypassed the problem of overload
words by building grids and tables that permit us to structure better the results. We chose the
Chinese analysis as an example case to present you the codification process we built and used.
For more visibility and just to illustrate the process, we will just expose here the 3 first tables. In
a few words, all the answers to the questions were fulfilled in tables in order to get a better view
and interpretation of the situation.
 Quantitative data
1. Portable devices owned by the participants
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2. Place of connection

 Quantitative data
The codification of qualitative data refers to measure the frequency of occurrence of words. We
highlighted various themes from the frequency of words addressed by the interviewees and their
synonyms. It allows us building thereafter the tendencies of the behavior and point of view of the
sample of people investigated.
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2.2

COUNTRIES ANALYSIS

We explained in the previous section which method we applied to our study and how we
processed to collect and analyze data.
Now, we will focus on the core of the chapter, the analysis. As we said in the introduction of this
second chapter, the analysis will be organized by country for a better understanding. For each
one, we will focus first on the primary data, springing from the interviews that we conducted.
Then, this section will be consolidated by the secondary analysis part which consists in a
synthesis of the elements from different researches and organized through country notes.
Each country part will be concluded by a summary analysis that will address the communication
strategy that we will develop in the third chapter. Indeed, their aim is to categorize and describe
homogeneous clusters of people that comprise possible target markets. They will enable us to
adapt our choices of media channels, tools and devices.
Findings that emerged from the interviews are classified in three main parts. The first one is
called ‘relationship to new media’ and concerns the following points: the equipment rate of the
persons interviewed in terms of portable devices, their media usage habits for Internet in general
as well as social networks, their relation to information, and finally their feelings in relation to
alternatives media. The second part is dedicated to their relationship to sustainable development.
It deals with their perception of sustainable development and the communication by which its
issues are relayed. The focus is mainly on water and cities issues through this paragraph. The
third and last part of the primary analysis relates on the interviewee’s commitment on the subjects
discussed before.
The data of the secondary analysis we focus on are organized according to the same model, with
a first part dedicated to media and a second part to sustainable development. The media part is
based on a techno graphic study profiling the characteristics and behaviors of Internet and social
media users. The other part encompasses data dealing with the commitment of the nation in favor
of sustainable development issues. The purpose here is to understand if water and cities issues are
important subjects in each country and if the awareness of the population about those issues is
increasing.
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1.2.1 CHINA
2.2.1.1 PRIMARY DATA ANALYSIS
 Relationship to media
-

Device: Chinese young urban population is easy to reach.
The first statement to make when we talk about
China is the fact that the country, pulled by the
biggest cities such as Shanghai and Beijing, is
easily able to address the new technologies
aspect. Indeed, for the last two decades, the
country has known and incredible economic
development and has imitated the Western model

for many aspects in the society. In addition to that point, it is important to remind that in China
the concept of “face” is more than ever present and impacts directly on the consumption of the
population. Therefore, those three elements mixed together lead to the fact that today, success in
life, being considered by the peers, requires owning things and, more particularly, visible and
modern things, such as high tech products.
As a consequence, we notice that on the panel that we interviewed, 65% own a digital tablet, 80%
own a computer, and 85% a laptop and a smartphone. In a few words, Chinese young population
is well-equipped and reachable through many devices.
However, in spite of the multiplicity of the devices, 50% of the people interviewed declare to use
in priority their smartphone to connect to the Internet, followed by 40% who use mainly their
computer and finally 10% their digital tablet.
Globally speaking we notice that urban Chinese youths
surf on the Internet during the whole day but mainly at
home (85%) and in the transports (75%). The use of the
Internet at work is quite low (only 30%).
Therefore, the best moment to relay the information and reach them will be before and after
work.
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-

The Social Networks Most Used

Social networks are the MEDIA used by the target today. Indeed 100% of the people interviewed
have a Weibo account and spend in an average of 2 hours a day on it. We introduced Weibo in
the first part of the file and explained the role of the media in the society today.
The second social network is Renren, used by 50% of the people interviewed. The content and
the use of the two social networks are different, but we notice that the trend is more and more at
an increase.
Regarding the relay media, Youku is the preferred one and is used by 100% of people with an
average of 30 minutes per day.
-

Chinese and New Marketing Concepts

New marketing concepts are still not well known in China in spite of the fact that 40% of the
people declare that they do know them. Actually, we realize that they refer most of the time to
“traditional” street marketing actions (distribution of flyers…) and that almost 50% of them can
only define an aspect of the concepts .
Therefore, we can imagine that there is a real space for these concepts that are still not very
popular and used in China.
Moreover, 85% of the panel mentions that globally speaking, they are more receptive to visual
messages, and 70% will qualify a campaign as efficient if it is creative.
Finally there is no denying that new marketing concepts are a good trend in China to surf on:
After introduction of the concepts, 70% of the people had a good perception of them and used
positive words to qualify them, and 100% said that new media are now more important than
traditional ones.
 Relationship with Sustainable Development
Sustainable development is a well-known issue by the young urban Chinese. Indeed 90% of the
people interviewed were able to define clearly the notion, and 85% recognize it as an actual issue
and not a mere trend. However, we can suppose that this knowledge is just related to the
definition and not a dynamic knowledge, updated and fed by information, since 75% say that they
are not enough informed on this topic. As a consequence, 90% would like to receive more
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information about it. Therefore, there is a real need for information about sustainable
development issues.
Cities, food and ocean are the three main concerns for the people interviewed. Cities is the main
concern with more than 40% and more especially the issue of pollution. Indeed, 80% of the
people interviewed indicate that pollution is the #1 issue to solve in China is cities.
Generally speaking, 60% of the people consider themselves as responsible and involved in some
daily actions that could improve the situation.
The panel does not mention the issue of water spontaneously, and 75% declare to consume
between 80 to 100 liters per day.
However, we can suppose that this little awareness is related to a lack of information, since 100%
of people interviewed ignore the global issue and the fact that a child dies every 20 seconds
because of the lack of access to water of illness, and 90% think that using such kind of shock
figures in campaigns would be efficient and have an impact on their behavior.
 Commitment: Ready for Action?
Traditionally, the Chinese society was known for its strong spirit of community and the power of
its people as a unit. However, step-by-step, with the new generations and the modern society,
individualism has become more and more the norm.
This aspect has been identified as regret by most of the population that is also aware that this is a
problem and is willing to shorten the links between each citizen.
Therefore at the question: What action would you recommend to address sustainable issues?
almost 50% of the people interviewed indicate that they would like to do some voluntary works,
together with the community, in order to tackle together those issues.
Students recommended being more active in finding solutions by suggesting national challenges,
brainstorming, or monthly students days to gather students and act together for the city.
As a consequence, we notice that at an individual scale, changes appear difficult and more than
the half of people think that it is already too late to change the situation. To be precise, 30% are
strongly pessimistic and do not see any way out, and 50% highlight the fact that changes will
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require a long period of time and the involvement of everyone. However, what is interesting is
that once we come to the recommendations part, the biggest part goes straight for collective
actions that show that people need some support and the feeling that they are part of a global
project.

2.2.1.2 SECONDARY DATA ANALYSIS
 Internet Access
•

Users Number

By the end of December 2011, the total number of Chinese Internet users has been over 500
million, to 513 million. The new Internet users throughout the year are 55.8 million. Internet
penetration increases 4 percentage points compared with those at the end of previous year, to
38.3%. For the growth of Chinese Internet users in the past five years, from 2006 when Internet
penetration rate rose to 10.5%, the scale of Internet users has seen a rapid growth. The average
annual penetration rate is enhanced to about 6 percentage points, especially in 2008 and 2009.
The annual increment of Internet users is close to 90 million. In 2011, there is a sign of slowing
growth.
•

Users by Age

In 2011, the proportion of Internet users aged 30-39 improves significantly, rising 2.3 percentage
points compared with that at the end of 2010, to 25.7%. In recent two years, the proportion of
such age group continues to rise. Internet users aged 40-49 increases slowly; therefore, the
proportion in Internet users declines. The proportion for 10-19 and 20-29 year-old Internet users
represents 56.5% of total users and is generally the stable compared with that at the end of 2010.
Ratio of the Internet users by age 2010 and 2011
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•

Access Mode

In 2011, there was 73.4% Internet users using desktop, 5 percentage reduced compared with
those at the end of 2010. Mobile phone Internet users are up to 69.3% and notebook computers
up to 46.8% slightly. With lower utilization of desktop computers, the utilization ratio of mobile
phone is constantly approaching to traditional desktop computers.
Internet Access Mode in China

 Social Media
The number of users of social networking website was 244 million at the end of 2011, with an
increase of 4% with 2010. The biggest boom over the same period was the number of users for
the microblog (mostly Weibo) with an increase of 296%, 6.3 million in 2010 against 245 million
in 2011. Weibo is the trendy media to use today in China.
Local Chinese sites dominate the landscape; while Facebook and Twitter are fixtures of daily
online use in the West and in other Asian countries, there is no access to these sites in China. In
our survey, Chinese consumers identified the following social media sites as their favorites:
Qzone, which 44 percent of respondents said they use the most; Sina Weibo and Renren, each the
favorite of 19 percent of those surveyed; Tencent Weibo, with 8 percent; and Kaixin, at 7 percent.
(See table above 24.)
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Presentation of the Different Social Media in China
Ranking

Name

User demographic

Active users
(millions)

Reg. Users
(millions)

1

Qzone

Teens

190

481

2

Renren

Students, white collars

95

170

3

Pengyou

Students, white collars

80

131

4

Sina Weibo

White collars

70

90

5

Kaixin001

White collars

40

95

6

51.com

Lesser tier cities, rural users

40

178

7

Douban

Urban youth

20

40

8

Taomee

Children, mothers

20

180

9

Tencent Weibo Lesser tier cities

20

100

10

Jiayuan

11

30

White collars

Social Media Equivalent in China: Ogilvy 2011
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 China and Sustainable Development
China, as one of the top largest economy in the world, has increasingly deep impact on global
socio-economic development and pattern. In the meantime, the rising of China has been facing
more and more international conflicts and development issues. It is important to remember that
since the reform and opening up in the 1980's, China has been in a process of multiple and
continued transition, including transitions of economic systems, social form, development mode,
and system opening, which is characterized by rapid changes, complexity, and uncertainty. Those
basic features, added by growing impact of international factors, make the development of
strategy and institutional arrangement very difficult in this period of time. After the entry into the
21st Century and since the “11th Five-Year Plan” period in particular, China has put forward the
strategic adjustment of economic structure and transforming the economic development mode in
following the changing circumstances and development needs.

In 2012, at the World Future Energy Summit in Abu Dhabi

25

, the Prime minister Wen Jiaobao,

reaffirmed China’s position and commitments regarding sustainable development for the coming
years:
- Take active steps to adjust the economic structure and intensify energy conservation and
emission reduction. Over the past five years, China shut down small coal-fired power plants
with a total of generating capacity of 80 million kilowatts and, as a consequence, cut CO2
emission by 184 million tons on an annual basis. Statistics show that energy consumption per unit
of GDP fell by nearly 20% between 2005 and 2010, equivalent to the reduction of 1.46 billion
tons of C02 emissions.
- Increase policy support to speed up clean energy development. By the end of 2011, China's
installed capacity of hydropower generation reached 200 million kilowatts, ranking first in the
world. China has become the world's fastest-growing region in wind and solar power, with the
installed capacities of 47 million kilowatts and 3 million kilowatts respectively. China's installed
capacity of nuclear power has exceeded 10 million kilowatts, and 27 new generation units are
under construction—the largest scale in the world.
- Accelerate the upgrading of traditional industries to promote energy efficiency.
25 Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the PRC
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- Advocate a low-carbon way of life and encourage green consumption. Although China's per
capita energy consumption is much lower than that of the OECD countries, China encourages the
public to spend in an economical, proportionate and rational way. It has launched the pilot
projects of developing circular economy and low-carbon economy in big and medium-sized
cities, industrial parks and enterprises to promote clean production and comprehensive use of
resources. It has enforced strict energy-saving measures in government offices and public
buildings, requiring that their room temperatures be no lower than 26 degrees centigrade in
summer and no higher than 20 degrees in winter. With the example set by the government, the
public is becoming more self-motivated to conserve energy and embrace green consumption.
The Chinese case has to be approached in a different way from the US and France, for instance,
since the country has been facing daily changes and mutation, since 30 years ago when they
almost started from scratch. However, the Chinese government follows the trends and
implements concrete policies.
At a citizen level, sustainable development is not yet perceived and considered clearly as an
actual issue, except when it is visual and directly related to daily life: pollution, food, hygiene,
etc., for instance.
The process in China is a real top down approach starting from the government, then companies,
and finally the population as the last link of the chain. However, having established the strong
power of social networks in the country and the place of the community and the public “norm,”
innovative marketing could have a key position in this process influencing and encouraging
people to step forward and launch initiatives.

2.2.1.3 SUMMARY ANALYSIS – CHINA
China is the country of the Internet. The boom is incredible, and the growth is still very intense.
In 2011, the number of Internet users reached 513 million.
The economic growth combined mimicry of the Western model and the cultural characteristics
lead to the fact that Chinese urban people are among the most well-equipped in the world.
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They are reachable mainly through their smartphones and their computer, mainly before and after
work. The three main relay media are the microblog Sina Weibo, the social network Renren and
the platform Youku on which the users spend an average of 2 hours per day.
Alternative media have a great space to fill since the concept is not well spread and it benefits
from a good perception of the population.
Finally, we stated a lack of information and interest for sustainable issues, the second being the
natural consequence of the first one.
However, everything is possible in China, and the strong power of the feeling of belongings and
the peers influence make us believe that there is no doubt about the potential of making, by steps,
a mentality change in China through innovative marketing.

Summary of the 15-30 years old years old target specificities (CHINA):
Devices Used to Go Online
Willingness to Access More
Laptop/ handheld computer

Information in Order to
Smartphone/ PDA

++ 

+++

Sustainable Development

Tablet

++ 

Make Better Decisions

++

Awareness

Perception and
commitment

-

-

Communication Channel
Social and Collaborative Media

Alternative Communication Channels

Renren

Twitter

Youku

Awareness

Perception and potential success

+++

+++ 

+++

+

+++

: Increasing trend
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1.2.2 CONGO
1.2.2.1

PRIMARY DATA ANALYSIS

 Relationship to New Media
•

Device
-

40% of the Congolese panel own a laptop

The economic situation and the level of development do not always allow Congolese to have
access to modern computer equipment and Internet access. In fact, 50% of the panel declares to
have an Internet access at home and own a laptop, 15% a computer, 5% have a tablet (VMK the
first African tablet), and 30% a smartphone. These figures can be justified by some good
economic situations that allow them to have this kind of computer equipment. Smartphone users
are now able to reach the Internet everywhere they go. This is the first step to an access to media
more efficient and important.

Devices Owned by the Panel
50
40
30
20
10

Percentage

0

The access to Internet from the figures of our panel reveals that 60% of them have access via
Internet cafes or from their work. We have to precise that our panel is composed by people who
were able to correspond with us by Internet, so these are people who owned an email address and
were already familiar with media. So they may probably not really correspond to the real
population. As you can see in our results, 50% of our panel has Internet at home that is not the
case in the entire country when we know that only 0.72% are Internet users, which represents
around 502,929 of the people. But our survey will allow for discovering their way of life that can
be considered as the reflection of the actual population about those topics.
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Where They Go Online the Most
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

•

PERCENTAGE

Media Internet
-

60% of our panel goes to Internet cafes to use the Internet.

Internet cafes are places where Congolese can use a computer with Internet access for a fee,
usually per hour or per minute. This is their main way to have access to the Internet. Due to our
panel, we can see that people who go to cyber are the one who do not have access to Internet at
home or at work.
However smartphone users mostly continued to attend these Internet cafes because the
smartphone provides access to Internet, but it does not replace the informatics tool.
•

Social Networks

The Congolese have become heavy Internet users, especially Facebook. According to the results
collected 90% of Congolese are using this network. Our panel is really engaged through social
media; they admit going online weekly about 50% of them with an average of 2 hours per day,
and 2 ½ hours spent on collaborative websites, such as YouTube. This is in addition tot only 20%
of daily users and 10% who use them hourly.

Social media used
Facebook or
equivalent

25
20

90

Twitter or
equivalent
Other
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•

Alternative and New Marketing Concepts

According to those results we can see that Congolese are really not familiarized with alternative
marketing concept in fact 95% of the panel admits to know nothing about the concept its
components. In fact, 80% of them were not able to define one of the components of alternative
marketing. The large majority of the participants fall into the discovery group, and we can try to
justify this by the fact that it is really rare to see this kind of concept established in Africa,
particularly in country like Congo.
Type of media they catch the most
information

The panel may be more familiar with
the traditional media. In fact, 100% of
the panel admits to being more attracted

20
65

by visual and video media. Through

Audio

audio media, 65% preferred both of

Visual/Video

100

them, with media like radio etc.

Others

However, other media, like displays, are
efficient as well.
 Relationship with Sustainable Development

Regarding the results about the knowledge of sustainable development, Congolese have gaps.
75% of the panel could not explain the word, and 65% were not able to define what “being
green” means. But these figures have nothing to do with the fact that they are really concerned
about what they think are the most important issues in their country:
60%
30%
5%

0% 0%

5%

Number 1 in the list

0%
Water

Ocean

Food

Energy

Employment

Disaster

Number 2 in the list
Cities

70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
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For the majority of the panel, the number one concern on the list was food, with 50% of the vote,
followed by water, with 35% of the vote. Ocean (5%) and energy (5%) appear in third position.
The number two major concern on the list was water, and it has a great score 60%. Food takes the
second place of the most important issue in the country. Facing that, 100% of them want to have
more information about sustainable development issues, and 95% are ready to be involved in
actions. Knowing that only 3% of the panel considered themselves as being sustainably
responsible, the involvement is a really good thing.
•

Water & Cities

Due to the fact that humans can survive for a month or more without eating food, but only a week
or so without drinking water, water becomes the most important issues to solve on the Earth. Our
survey will present you some figures that we collect from our panel in Congo. This graph below
is the results of the water that the Congolese think they consume per day—the majority by 60% is
not too far from the reality. Most Africans residing in rural areas use, on average, only 30 to 40
liters of water per day for domestic consumption, the United Nations estimates. In comparison,
the average U.S. consumer uses approximately 700 liters of water per day.

Cunsumption of Water Per Day
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

60%
35%
5%
5 to 10
litters

Percentage
0%

0%

10 to 20 80 to 100 150 to 200 500 to 600
litters
litters
litters
litters

The no access to clean water in Africa is a real problem a gloomy forecast was echoed in a
recent U.N. Development Program report estimating that, by the year 2025, almost one in two
Africans will be living in an area of water scarcity or water stress. Regarding this estimation, our
panel finds that kind of shocking information really efficient by 70%, even if most of them do not
ignore that water issues are not the only cause of death in Congo. 85% of people surveyed
estimated to be really concerned about that topic.
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Congolese population is optimistic due to the improvement of living conditions in cities; in fact,
100% of them think that it is not too late to make things change. They also think that the
campaigns against pollution may have a real impact on people (65%).

Issues Their City Face
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

PERCENTAGE

These are the issues their city face. We want to talk more about others issues which represent
35% of the response of the panel, two of which are infrastructure and sanitation.
 Commitment: Ready for Action?
Through all this analysis, we learned that the Congolese population was facing significant
challenges in terms of sustainable development. Despite their lack of knowledge of the subject,
the population does not fail to show its interest in the protection of their environment. From these
interviews, we have established the important fact that the population does not really have
knowledge about sustainable development. Since they do not have access to these new media
concepts, it is difficult for them to consider action plans.
From the 20 people interviewed, only three have proposed actions concerning the type of actions
they want to be involve in: sorting and waste collection, recycling, and everything related to
infrastructure (roads, health, etc.)
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1.2.2.2

SECONDARY DATA ANALYSIS

 Internet Access
 Users Numbers
In 2009, there were 290,000 Internet users in the country. This low figure is due to the lack of
access.
 Access Mode
The Internet access in the country is not common. The majority of users use Internet cafes to find
a connection or a public one in school or libraries.
It is important to note that the connection is not reliable and the cuts are frequent.
 Social Media
 Facebook
Currently, there are 838,200 Facebook users in Congo, which makes it number 85 in the ranking
of all Facebook statistics by country. The young population is the most present on Facebook,
with 30% of the persons being between 18 and 24 years old. The group of 18 to 44 year olds
represents 76% of the total Congolese users.

User Age Distribution on Facebook in Congo
18-24
25-34
35-44
16-17
13-15
65-0

1%
4%4%
6%

9%

10%

39%

27%

45-54
55-64
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 Congo and Sustainable Development
The Caravan Cultural Activity for Sustainable Development (CHAR) in partnership with the
House of Knowledge, on Earth Day, April 22, 2012, , in Kinshasa organized a Day of
Mobilization of youth development (Rio + YOU).
This event brought together nearly 100 youth and adults. It has been a success in its bottom edge
and shape. RIO + YOU in Kinshasa has been organized in order to educate and mobilize the
youth of Congo on sustainability issues and to increase their awareness and involvement in the
negotiation process of the International Summit RIO + YOU.
RIO 20 KINSHASA aimed to educate and mobilize youth, educating them about the urgency of
sustainability issues and encouraging them to become involved in the negotiation process, but
from a distance. In this way, we can engage young people locally without sending thousands of
people in Rio. Young people are ready to play an active role in international negotiations and
shape their own future in a sustainable world.
The program has presented several activities including the presentation of the concept of
sustainable development, the presentation of the campaign to mobilize young people to RIO+20
and by showing images, and it documents the exhibition of projects and activities by associations
and organizations that work in sustainable development in Congo and cultural activity marked by
ballet performances and plays.
Earth Day was followed by the presentation of the campaign to mobilize young people globally
and nationally by a presentation in the involvement of the caravan of cultural activities for
sustainable eevelopment on international issues.
Congo seems to care more deeply in the engagement for sustainable development.
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2.2.2.3 SUMMARY ANALYSIS
Congo communication channels are not as much developed as the other countries of the study.
Indeed, mobile Internet is not really developed in the country as the first access to Internet is
done thanks to the presence of so many Internet cafes. In that case, it becomes more complicated
to create a close relationship with the audience. The lack of mobility decreases the chance to
frequently reach the audience and maintain a flow of information shared throughout the day. In
that case, the messages spread over the Internet must be adapted to the frequency of connection
of the target, which is also for that country the young. Too much information should not be given.
The transmission of information should be spaced over a period of time.
As portable devices offering a connection to the Internet are not frequently used by the
population, smartphones applications, for example, will not have a high impact over it. However,
we notice that the majority of our target uses Facebook. This social media outlet becomes a
strategic channel to build an effective communication strategy. In relation to this media,
unconventional campaigns, based on alternative marketing concepts, represent a fantastic way to
divert the problem of lack of technological equipment. Indeed, we saw that those types of media
combine several advantages, which takes full meaning here. The visibility of the campaign is no
longer only reduced to the Internet. An event of ambush marketing in relation of a major event
implicating the all population could have a great impact on our target.
Even if such event must be relayed through the Internet, word of mouth can also enter the game.
We notice that Congolese are not well informed about sustainable development issues, but they
do want to be better informed on those issues. At this moment, some specific information dealing
with the water issue for example can mobilize a part of the population and engage them in the
process of strengthening the awareness for everyone. The situation of the country gives an
essential role to the 15 to 30-year-old segment in the sharing of information. Indeed, they form
the most important link between the information and the persons that cannot access it.
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Summary of the 15-30-year old target specificities (CONGO):
Devices Used to Go Online

Laptop/ handheld computer

Smartphone/ PDA

+



Tablet

Willingness to Access More
Information in Order to
Make Better Decisions

++

Sustainable Development

Awareness

Perception and
commitment

+

++

Relevancy of the Different Communication Channels
Social and collaborative media
Facebook

Twitter

++

Alternatives communication channels

YouTube

Awareness

Perception and potential success

++



++

: Increasing trend
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2.2.3 FRANCE
2.2.3.1 PRIMARY DATA ANALYSIS
 Relationship to New Media
•

Devices
-

80% the French panel own more than one portable device.
Concerning

the

equipment

of

portable devices, the population
aged between 15 and 30 years old
own at least a laptop (100%), but
the large majority also owns a
smartphone

(70%).

It

is

also

interesting to note that 25% of the
panel owns a tablet. This quarter
owns the three portable devices
discussed above.

French young men and women are well equipped, and that offers several channels to reach them.
What is interesting to note is that each device has its own characteristics. Even if they all allow
connection to the Internet, their specific ergonomics, for example, push the user to select them in
relation to their environment. Indeed, people owning a smartphone will be the ones connecting
the most to Internet during transport.
•

Media Internet
-

Home remains the place they surf the most, but the combination of transport and
workplace seem as important as home

95% of the interviewees declare being mostly connected at home. As most have a job or are
students attending some courses, during the week usually, they are connected most of the time at
the end of the afternoon, during the evening and night, and also during the weekend. Thus, the
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majority of them also surf on the web in transport (second option) and at work (third option).
However, none of them go to Internet cafes to access Internet, as they all own a portable device.
Such findings show that people are more and more connected and in an increasingly convenient
way.
-

80% of the panel uses the most often their laptop to connect to the Internet.

We notice that laptops are still considered being the most convenient devices to surf on the web.
It is usually the device used at home and at the workplace. The key point is to emphasize the
alternative choice, which is largely the smartphone. Indeed, the remaining 20% are more
connected via their smartphone as it offers a higher mobility. Moreover, 30% of the 16 persons
using firstly their laptop stated that they also frequently use their smartphone to connect to the
Internet. Concerning the amount of time spent on the web and the frequency of use, we can say
that they integrate Internet and their portable devices to their daily life.
•

Social Networks

In France, social networks are a key media to reach young people. Indeed, 85% of the people
interviewed are engage in social networking. An important point to stress is that such activity
leads 25% of them to participate in offline communities or events, thanks to social media, such as
Facebook.
Concerning the social media mostly used: 70% have a Facebook account and 25% are on Twitter.
The ones using those social media use them on a daily basis mostly (83%).
Frequency of connection to social media
90

83

80
70
60
50

Number of
persons

40
30
20

6

10

%

11

0

Daily

Weekly

Monthly
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On the 17 persons using social media, they spend on it an average time of 1 hour and 18
minutes—47% of them being above of the average. Indeed, some of them spend up to 3 or 4
hours per day on social media networks.
Concerning the collaborative media, all of the interviewees use YouTube, on a daily basis (85%)
mostly, against 15% weekly, and during an average of 1 hours and 15 minutes—35% of them
being above the average. As for the social networks, some of them spend up to 3 or 4 hours per
day on YouTube.
•

Alternative and new marketing concepts

The finding we can make with the results of the interviews is that new marketing concepts are
still not well known among our French target. 20% of the people declare that they do know them.
However, we notice that they refer most of the time to “traditional” street marketing actions
(distribution of flyers and leaflets…) and only can give an aspect of the concept. According to
our codification process and the themes we pre-selected (discovery, routine, and expertise), the
large majority of the participants fall into the discovery group. They represent approximately
75% of the panel—the other ones being part of the routine group and no one being an expert of
these concepts.
Therefore, we can imagine that there is a real space for these concepts that are still not well
known in France. Guerrilla marketing and buzz/viral marketing are the most recognized as their
name seems familiar to the participants. In general, the ones having a point of view about these
marketing strategies have a good perception of them. They find them “attractive,” “creative,” and
“original.” In some cases, they perceive them as being already too mainstream or too many, but
70% of them seem favorable to that type of media. The interesting information is that they stated
that such media should not be too much aggressive in the way they reach people.
Finally, 55% of the participants think that new media are more important than traditional ones,
while 25% think they are complementary. Finally, 20% of them do not find new media more
important than older ones.
•

Relationship with information

95% of the panel mentioned that, globally speaking, they are more receptive to visual messages,
and 75% will qualify a campaign as efficient if it is entertaining and funny. A good advertisement
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or message for them must be catchy, creative, funny and sometimes interactive. For a minority of
them, campaigns relying on shocking images are efficient on them.
 Relationship with Sustainable Development
•

Perception of the sustainable development concept

Sustainable development is a well-known issue by the young urban French. Indeed 95% of the
people interviewed were able to define globally the notion. Then, for 55% of them, “being green”
relates to a recent trend. However, when they justify their choice, we can notice that they refer to
the utilization done by brands of this issue. Indeed, 90% think it is much more a way of life, and
if being green became a mere trend, it could have the ability to increase in awareness.
•

Information and sustainable development

In the panel, 80% of people think of themselves as being well informed about the sustainable
development issue. Indeed, 90% of them were able to state a recent action led by their city or
country. However, 55% are interested in having more information, globally through the Internet
channel, in order to make better decisions. We can see that there is a need for information about
sustainable development issues. Moreover, 90% of them think it is essential to heighten
awareness of youths about sustainable development at school, college, or high school.
Concerning the campaigns based on shocking figures, only 15% find them efficient. The others
ones are more or less moderate in their justification. Such figures are much too negative for them.
Moreover, the important number of shocking campaigns launched every year weakened the
impact they could have on the population. In general, they think shoking figures could have an
impact, but only on a really short-term basis.
We notice that just 30% of the panel knew that every 20 seconds a child dies from a water-related
illness. Rather than just communicating those shocking figures, our targets would prefer to know
how they can improve the situation.
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 Commitment: Ready for Action?
We notice that the persons of the panel have the willingness to modify their habits, as 45% of
them consider having not an enough responsible behavior in their daily life. At a collective level,
they are ready to engage themselves in waste management and volunteering. For example, a
quarter said that they are enthusiastic to plant trees and maintain gardens.
According to them, the two main issues of the sustainable development are water and food.
Concerning the water issue, 20% feel very concerned about it, while 60% are concerned at a
global scale but less for their community. In general, they agree to say that their concern is going
to increase over the time.
About the city issue, 80% of the panel thinks it is not too late to improve living conditions in their
city. We could say that the majority of the people having this conviction are realists (70%) more
than optimists. Indeed, they are aware that such change will need important efforts, meaning a
little is needed from everyone, and it will take a lot of time to firstly stop the degradation of our
living conditions. They think a collective action can change the situation, but they know that it is
often when facing the most critical situation, that people really take notice of it and really engage
themselves. According to them, the first issue that cities must face is pollution. About this
question, they said that they already notice some optimistic signs; for example, the green and
alternative energy sector is emerging in France.
As a consequence, we notice that at an individual scale, changes seem difficult to improve.
People are already sorting their waste and save energy. A key point is that new media is the most
convenient way to connect people and integrate them in a global project. Then, they have a good
perception of the sustainable development and feel already a bit concerned about those issues.
This population waits to have access to information that corresponds more to their expectations,
with a more humoristic and creative tone, for example. New and alternative media seem to have
the capacity to answer their needs in a better way. Indeed, those media are known as the most
creative and interactive ones, which really suits the needs of our target.
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2.2.3.2 SECONDARY DATA ANALYSIS
 Internet
 Users Number
By the end of December 2011, the total number of French Internet users was 50,290,226. The
penetration rate of the French population reached 77.2%, which is twice as much the world
average. French Internet users composed 10% of the European users and 2.2% of the worldwide
users. In 2011, France had double-digit growth in the number of Internet users. Indeed, according
to the latest figures from Mediametrie, the new Internet users throughout the year 2011 are
approximately 5 million, which represent an increase of almost 10%. The exact same increase
was seen for the year 2009 to 2011. Internet users are 2.5 times more than they were 10 years
ago, which means 22 million additional users in a decade.
 Users by Ages
Since 2005, the population segment that has grown the most is the 70-75-year-olds. In 2005, only
26% of this age group was using the Internet, against 45% three years later. Young people
dominated the population of Internet users: 93% of 12 to 17-year-olds used the Internet in 2008
(against 87% in 2005). In 2008, the rate was 89% for 18-24 y/o, 83% for 40-44 y/o and 62% for
60-64 y/o.
Concerning the percentage of each segment of the population, the 35-49-year-olds, one comes
first with 28.7%. We can notice through the following graphic that young people are no longer
the the only ones who use the most Internet. The current trend is that the gap between the
different segments decreases more and more with the time.

Distribution of the French Internet
users (%) according the age
criterion, for the first semester of
2010
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 Access Mode
The main access mode remains computers and laptops. However, it is essential to focus on the
evolution of alternative access modes, of which the importance increases rapidly.
In the first quarter of the year of 2011, 43.5 million of French people owned a telephone terminal,
representing 81% of the population. Of these 8 of 10 persons who have a cell phone, one user out
of three owns a converged device or smartphone. This statistic reveals, therefore, a 300% growth
of this market compared to 2009. The key elements behind the success of smartphones with the
French public are applications and other functions of the terminals. Indeed, only one in
ten is still restricted to the main function: calling. In the fourth quarter of 2011, mobile Internet
use continues to grow to reach 19 million users surfing directly on their mobile. People who are
connected to the mobile Internet in the last month are 3.5 million more than a year ago (+23%).
Women represent 43% of these people, and one of two persons surfing on their mobile is less
than 35 years old.
The iPad already represents 15% of mobile surfing in France (2011).
 Time spent on the web and frequency of use 26
The French spend, on average, 2 hours and 17 minutes each day surfing on the web for leisure.
Concerning the frequency of use, the global trend for the year 2011 is that most of them go online
several times during the day.
 Social Media
Over 75% of French Internet users have viewed this type of site. Above all, those users spend on
average of 5 hours and 30 minutes each month on social media sites versus near 4 hours in 2009.
 Facebook
The Facebook attendance has become massive in France. Concerning the penetration rate, 36% of
French people aged 15 and over declare today that they have an account on this social network.
Facebook increases particularly in regards to young people. Indeed, 83% of 15-24-year-olds have
an account, against 62% for those aged 25-34, 31% among 35-49 y/o, 16% among 50-64 y/o and
4% for 65 years and over.

26

TNS Sofre, December 2011.
www.esgci.com
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Facebook Users by Age
26%

18-24

25%

25-34

33%
16%

35-44

Other

 Twitter
According to a study done by Semiocast, there are 2.4 million Twitter users in France versus a
total of 210 million worldwide. The French are at the 17th place worldwide in the number of
accounts opened. Interestingly, on all French accounts, 9% of them are password protected
(against 7.8% on average in the world).
We can notice that the penetration rate for Twitter in France is really not important comparing
with Facebook for example, with only 3.7%. However, Twitter is more recent, and the interesting
data here is the evolution of this penetration rate over the time. The recent trends show that this
figure increases more and more rapidly now.

 France and Sustainable Development
 Government
-

National Strategy

In France, as in most European countries, the Inter-ministerial Committee for Sustainable
Development adopted in 2003 the National Strategy for Sustainable Development (NSSD). After
a revision in 2006 to bring it into line with the European Union Strategy for Sustainable
development (EU SDS), a new strategy for the 2010-2013 period, entitled "to a green economy
and fair," was adopted on July 27, 2010, still by the Inter-ministerial Committee for Sustainable
Development. This strategy sets objectives and is accompanied by indicators to evaluate results.
The aim here is not to focus on each of those indicators, but rather to give a global vision of the
engagement of France on sustainable issues.
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-

Evolution Assessment

The results of the assessment of progress 27 made since 2000, regarding key indicators that
interest us, is mixed. The evolution since 2000 is clearly favorable for both following indicators:
emissions of greenhouse gases, and consumption of renewable energy (since 2006). Additionally,
the observed trend is moderately unfavorable regarding the indicators of resource productivity,
energy consumption in transport relative to GDP, and official development assistance.
 French Citizens
What interests us the most is the implication of the population on those issues. One axis of the
EU SDS is called "The Citizen, Actor of the Sustainable Development." It should help citizens to
understand better the concept of sustainable development. The objective is to sensitize and
educate all citizens to the various dimensions of sustainable development, to make reliable and
transparent information available to everyone, to develop in school sustainable development as an
extracurricular activity, etc.
-

French people’s awareness and perception of the sustainable development

Ipsos conducted a survey 28 of the French population on his knowledge and his beliefs of
sustainable development. It shows a growing maturity of the population on the subject, not only
in terms of beliefs, but also in terms of personal commitment.
The survey, conducted in late 2008, reveals that 97% of French people say they have heard the
expression "sustainable development." The change is great, as two years ago almost a third of the
population was unaware of this concept, and among those who knew it, only a third claimed to
have a clear idea of its meaning. However, its meaning is largely only related to environmental
and ecological issues. It must be recognized that successive alerts on potential shortages of
natural energy resources and their impact on the household budget, as the economic crisis, have
largely contributed to this democratization.

27

European Commission, Eurostat, 2011 Key Factors Report
Survey among a sample of 1,015 people representative of the French population aged 18 and over,
according to the quota method.
The survey was conducted from November 28 to December 2, 2008 by auto-administered online.
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The French seem to adhere strongly to a need for collective mobilization of the population on the
sustainable development issues. Thus, 80% recognize that environmental protection is a crucial
issue, and that the more we talk about it, the better it is.
According to a second survey conducted by DDB 29 Live for people, 82% of French employees
wish their company spent more resources in sustainable development. Moreover, barely one in
two (55%) consider themselves knowledgeable about sustainable actions led by his company,
while 74% would like to learn more about it.
-

Habits and commitment of French people in favor of the sustainable development

Concerning the practices of the French people, Ipsos states that some environmental behaviors
become almost a routine. Indeed, a majority of French people says they do daily efforts in favor
of sustainable development. For example, 65% of the population state that they always sort
household waste, and 67% said they always avoid taking plastic bags at supermarket checkouts.
However, other practices remain marginal, as only 8% of French people say that they always
avoid buying products traveling long distances because of the pollution generated by transport.
Awareness of the French on this tricky situation has been accompanied by an optimistic view
about the effectiveness of a comprehensive action, joined by all factors: governments,
associations, companies, and citizens. On the other hand, more skepticism is expressed on the
collective ability to improve the situation for the issue of scarcity of natural resources. (36% do
not believe the trends can change.)

2.2.3.3 SUMMARY ANALYSIS
This analysis is based on the facts and figures presented above, as well as discourses given by
two best specialists in France of social and new media: Frederic Cavazza – Social Media
Consultant, and Fabien Gando – Researcher at Inria.
France is already a highly developed and technologically advanced country. Thus, the majority of
its population uses digital media. Media usage habits are continuing to evolve as digital platforms
29

DDB Live for people, March 31 2011
Study conducted among a representative sample of 905 employees of private and public companies (more
than 100 employees) and a representative "control sample" of 108 state’s officials agents, local authorities and
public hospitals. Fieldwork: interviews were conducted from March 3 to 10, 2011.
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gain ground in the market. Usage of platforms, services, and technologies that stimulate
conversations and social interaction on the web and on mobiles has become extremely intensive.
This success is based in part on the fact that the French today are more at ease with computing
tools and are well equipped in computer, smartphone, and other devices. Here, an essential point
to understand is that a network’s value rises with the number of users. That is why trends should
increase in coming years. Twitter, for example, should strengthen such success of the social web.
Such evolution also impacts the approach that marketers have with the group of people they
target. Social networks represent a fantastic tool to know them better, as it is really convenient
and often very inexpensive. Indeed, people spread by themselves information about them, and so,
it is now easier to understand people’s expectations.
Concerning their media habits, we know that French people are accustomed to pay no more
attention to traditional campaigns. Now, they expect to be considered as individuals and ask for
more freedom in the way they access the information. One-to-one interactivity should be
privileged. Even if alternative media is not yet well known in France, they might match well the
needs of the actual audience in terms of creativity for example. Indeed, the aim of unconventional
communication techniques is to surprise, entertain, or arouse strong emotions to generate
curiosity. The approach of the audience towards the NGO becomes totally voluntary, and there
relies the challenge.
Thus, on the content of the message itself, we presume that French are more interested in
receiving information that affects them directly. When communicating on renewable energy or
energy saving, a key element to emphasize is the impact on the household budget or the company
performance. The long-term gain of such practices, enounced by concrete figures and facts
should allow a better communication of the message.
Finally, when communicating, we must remember a figure that may interest us: 19.8% of 15year-olds encounters considerable difficulties in reading. Indeed, France is among the European
countries that have the poorest results. And worse, while the objective was a 20% reduction by
2010, the proportion of poor readers has increased since 2000 by 4.6%. In that case, visual
content may be more efficient for young people.
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Summary of the 15-30-year-olds Target Specificities (FRANCE):
Devices Used to Go Online

Laptop/ handheld computer

Smartphone/ PDA

+++

++ 

Tablet

Willingness to Access More
Information in Order to
Make Better Decisions

+
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Sustainable Development

Awareness

Perception and
commitment

+++ 

++

Relevancy of the Different Communication Channels
Social and collaborative media

Alternatives communication channels

Facebook

Twitter

YouTube

Awareness

Perception and potential success

+++

+ 

+++

+

+++

 : Increasing trend
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2.2.4 MOROCCO
1.2.4.1

PRIMARY DATA ANALYSIS

 Relationship to New Media
In Morocco and especially in the most important cities such as Casablanca (economic capital),
the penetration rate of Internet access is in constant growth since years 2000.
As a result, we can notice that all the member of our interviewed panel h ave a regular Internet
access. However, the equipment is not yet well developed. In fact only 30% of the panel owns a
laptop, 35% a computer, and 15% a digital tablet. Only smartphones are really well developed
with a rate of penetration of 95%.

The smartphone penetration explains the specificity of the medium of connection. In fact, a major
part of the panel (70%) used their smartphone to have an Internet access against computers
(20%) and digital tablet and laptops (both 5%). The use of smartphones suggest—as we saw in
the country analysis—that many of Moroccans used a 3G access.
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Concerning the place where they connect the most often to Internet, 85% of the interviewed panel
declares used Internet mainly at home.
 Social Networks
Social networks seem to be an important part of the Moroccan time passed on Internet. In fact,
100% of the interviewed panel declares that they have a Facebook account, and the average time
passed on social networks is around 1 hour and 40 minutes per day. In fact 75% declare that they
go daily on Facebook and 25% weekly. These figures revealed that social networks are now
habits in Moroccan life.
Collaborative media also takes an important part of their connection time, with an average of 1
hour and 37 minutes spent on YouTube, for 80% of the interviewed panel.
 New Marketing Concepts
The results of the interview guide revealed that a major part of the population is not familiarized
with alternative marketing concept, and 85% of them state that they not even know what
alternative marketing is. This figure may be explained by the scarcity of this kind of action.
Consequently, this kind of marketing action could quickly create an important impact. This lack
of knowledge and certainly presence of alternative marketing in their everyday life conducted
them to think that traditional media is most important than new ones.
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However, the perception of alternative is rather positive with 50% of them, which used positive
words to evoke the concept, and 50% have no opinion.
Another important point to analyze is the preferred type of media to catch information. The result
is rather unanimous with 100% of the panel that selected visual and video.
 Relationship to Sustainable Development
Morocco suffers of a lack of information about the sustainable development. A large part of the
definition given by the panel was incomplete, and 25% did not know the term. However 90% of
the panel is interested in having information about it.

Morrocan & Sustainable Development

25%
Yes

75%

90%

No

Yes

10%
No

They are interested in
Think they are informed about sustainable
development issues
having more
informationabout
sustainable development
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Moroccans seem not to realize all the strakes of sustainable development in their life. The
alarming point is that 75% consider themselves as not responsible or involved, which is certainly
the result of the lack of information.

Percentage that Consider Themselves as Being
Responsible and Involved
75%
25%

However, contradictorily, Moroccans are ready to give a bigger space in their life to sustainable
development. Indeed, the good point is that 100% of the panel thinks that it would be necessary
to talk about sustainable development to children at school.
•

Water & Cities

Water appears as a major element with 65% that consider it as the major issue in the world,
follow by food.
Concerning city and more precisely their own town of Casablanca, 85% think that the most
important issue that the city must face is pollution, and the same proportion is ready to make an
effort to change it.
The majority seems ready to contribute in particular with 40% of the panel proposing to recycle
their waste. Another interesting element concerning proposition of actions is that some of them
propose that they, themselves, should take action or participate to contributing to or creating
events.
60% of the panel thinks that shocking figures help to draw attention, but that is not sufficient.
Many of them propose campaigns, which could propose some direct solutions.
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Moroccans are not resistant to the concept of sustainable development; however, the lack of
information halts their abitlity to do anything about it.

1.2.4.2

SECONDARY DATA ANALYSIS (Morocco)

 Internet Access
 Users Numbers
In the end of 2011, Morocco counted more than 2 million Internet subscribers, more than 15.5
million Internet users, which represents a penetration rate of 49%, and more than 35 million
mobile phone customers
 Access Mode
The main specificity of Moroccan market is the way of connection. In fact, l’ANRT specifies that
the 3G accesses represents roughly 76% of Internet access. This figure reveals the importance of
smartphones in Moroccan everyday life. This point is crucial because it will be necessary to
propose content adapted for this support if we want reach the Moroccan population.
 Social Media
In 2011, there was approximately 27.5% of Internet users with Facebook accounts. The website
Alexa revealed that Facebook is the first visited website in Morocco, followed by Google.co.ma,
and in third position is YouTube.
 Facebook 30
On Facebook, Morocco is the 37th country in the world by the number of users. The most
important group of Facebook users in Morocco is young. In fact, 88% of Facebook users
arebetween the ages of 13 and 34 years old in Morocco.

30

Source: checkfacebook.com
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Facebook Users by Age in Morocco
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 Morocco and Sustainable Development
Morocco signed the United Nations Development Assistance Framework 2012-2016. This project
is a strategy led by the founding agencies and the United Nation system to help Morocco to
realize actions in favor of sustainable development.
Help in the amount of 147 million dollars will be allotted, for 5 main sectors:
1. Quality of education
2. Improvement of health and of the nutritional state of the population
3. The socio-economic development and the reduction of vulnerability and
inequalities
4. Consolidation of the democratic governorship
5. Environment protection and sustainable development
During the 40th Earth Day, on April 22, 2010, in Rabat, King Mohamed VI launched a National
Charter for the Environment and Sustainable Development. This chart, the first of its kind in the
Arab world.
Besides, Princess Lalla Hasna of Morocco, chairwoman of the Mohammed VI Foundation for the
Protection of the Environment, in her speech for the Earth Day precised, “Morocco's recent $9
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billion investment in solar energy, demonstrates the country's on-going dedication to harnessing
renewable energy to build a green economy.”
Morocco has the ambition to reduce, by 3.7 million tons the emissions of carbon dioxide per year
until 2020, thanks to the expectations of the solar project that will produce 42% of the country's
total power.
Concerning our two themes of water and cities, the king of morocco seems really concerned by
this major issue. In fact, various projects are led, such as the project of reinforcement of the
drinking water supply of the coastal area Rabat–Casablanca (2010). Its aim is to guarantee the
need for drinking water is fulfilled for these zones up to 2030.
Concerning cities, many actions to plant trees in cities are conducted to improve air quality.
Many actions are lead to bring the kingdom toward a more green economy as Rabat, the green
city.

2.2.4.3 SUMMARY ANALYSIS
Morocco is a country in technology development. As a result, most of the families do not have
house connections or computer equipment. The first sign is the specific way of connection.
Moroccan privileged way to use Internet is the 3G by smartphone. Marketers must absolutely
take this specificity in consideration to adapted support and touch the audience.
Concerning social media, Facebook appears as the most present social network, and YouTube is
the main sharing platform in the country. The users connections are frequent and provide
opportunity to reach population.
On the other hand, sustainable development and new media are two not very know notions.
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Summary of the 15-30-year-olds target specificities (MOROCCO):
Device used to go online
Willingness to access more
Laptop/ handheld computer

information in order to make
Smartphone/ PDA

Tablet

+++ 

+

Sustainable development

+

better decisions

+++

Perception and

Awareness

commitment

+

++

Communication Channel
Social and collaborative media

Alternatives communication channels

Facebook

Twitter

YouTube

Awareness

Perception and potential success

++ 

-

++ 

+

++

: Increasing trend
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2.2.5 THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
2.2.5.1 PRIMARY DATA ANALYSIS
 Relationship to New Media
Devices
We are a real consumer society; 100% of our panel has their own laptops.

Devices owned by the panel
120
100
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60
40
20
0

PERCENTAGE

Three quarters of Americans have Internet access. Regarding Internet access, our panel is
provided access at home, work, school, and by Wi-Fi. The rate of computerization of U.S.
households is substantial (see panel below results). 40% owned a digital tablet, and 65 % have a
smartphone. Unlike developing countries, where it is easy to find an Internet cafe, it is really hard
to find one even in big cities. Only 1% of our panel members responded to frequent these places.
Where They Go Online the Most
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

PERCENTAGE
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The amount of time spent on the Internet for personal uses among young groups, ranging from
about 12 hours a week for adults less than 30 years old. According to our panel, the most
important time spent online is around 5 hours, with an average of 2 hours and 45 minutes. We
can clearly note that the Internet has replaced television.
-

Which Social Networks?

Almost all the panel (95%) owned a Facebook account, and 45% owned a Twitter account as
well. This is the main way used to stay connected to people they know or people they may know
for friendship or professional reasons. But for more professional visibility, 35% of them have an
account on LinkedIn. Facebook is the place to be to make sure to be visible to the majority, with
an average of 2 hours and 45 minutes spent online daily.
Besides Facebook, there is a significant collaborative media, which is YouTube. 100% of our
panel reveals that they connect better to information on video, against 30% who prefers both
audio and video. That makes us think that it is essential to connect Facebook with YouTube.
-

Americans and New Marketing Concepts

We realize that only a few people of our panel really know about new marketing concepts, but
they care and know more about videos and things really entertaining. 65% to 70% answered that
they knew about those concepts, but only 20% of them were really expert. Those alternative
concepts are not really clear for them.
It is important to pay attention to what are people need and how can we solve it. Our panel
revealed that they were more attracted to entertaining (35%) and “shocking” (25%) in regards to
the type of effective campaigns. About shocking, we mean all campaigns talking about something
they do not know. And, not only statistically, rather people should be shocked by things which
are closer than they think.
However 90% of our panel has a good perception of those new marketing media, and they find it
efficient, entertaining, and better than new media.
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 Relationship to Sustainable Development
TheUnited States is well known to be internationally involved in sustainable development
regarding all the organizations to save the planet coming from the country. But this is probably
due to their bad images about emissions of greenhouse gases and other pollutants. On the other
hand, only 50% knew about the words “sustainable development.”
Regarding the following figures, we can see that 75% would like to have more information about
sustainable development and that show that there is a real wish from our panel to be informed.
Only 25% considered being involved. At the same time, 40% could talk about an action realized
in their cities about sustainable developement. There is a real disparity between the need to be
informed and all the operations put in place to educate people.
100% of the panel responded that for them it will be really efficient to heighten awareness of
young people about sustainable development at school, as it may impact their behavior, because
it easier to educate young people than adults who already accumulate bad habits over time.

Involvment in Sustainable Developement
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

PERCENTAGE
Are
They
Are able to Agree to
Are not
interested in consider
tell one awarenessto Informed
having more themselves action from educate
about SD
information as being
their cities about SD at
inlvoved
school

From those figures, we can see that American want to be more responsible for their environment
In regards to the figures below about water, this is alarming. When we see the results, we realize
how much people need to be informed. In fact, 80% of them declare not being enough informed.
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•

Water & Cities

Only 20% of people were able to give the right answer versus 40% who were ten times under the
right result. It is hard for an American panel to realize that they consume 10 times more water
than African consumption.

Consumption of Water Per Day
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Percentage
5 to 10 10 to 80 to 150 to 500 to
litters 20
100 200 600
litters litters litters litters

They almost all responded that they will be ready to participate in many kind of action.More than
that, it will be really important to show to people not only shocking data, but we will also have to
explain to people why there is not enough water for everybody and why we have to stop wasting.

Only 25% of the panel consider themselves as being responsible and involved, and that is the
reason why we have to push people to be more involved.
For them, the most important sustainable issues are:
50%
45%
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

Number 1 in the
list

Water

Ocean

Food

Energy

Employment

Disaster

Cities

Number 2 in the
list
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For 35% of the population questioned, ocean is the number one in the list of the most important
sustainable issues, followed by water. However, water as a second most important sustainable
issue has a great score with 50% of the panel.
70% of American is optimistic regarding the 75% of them who think that it is not too late to
improve living conditions in cities.
 Commitment: Ready for Action?
There is nothing more motivating than a nation ready to move. According to our panel, 75% of
them were ready to be informed, and more than that were ready to be involved in some actions,
as seen as below.
The kind of action they would like to participate in:
•

Sustainability reports

•

Trash clean up and recycling assistance

•

Alternative energy

•

Stopping waste and educating people to act “green”

•

Sorting, awareness people to food waste

•

Better waste management, recycling, including this information in schools' curriculums

•

The ones about Water & Power & Waste

•

Any of them that would actually make a difference

•

Better sorting ideas

•

Recycling efforts & water conservation

•

Anything to promote walking and healthier living

•

Volunteering in a garden for Earth Day

How to combine those actions to existing actions? Among the panel here is the most important
issue their city must face.
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The most important issue their city
must face:
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For 65% of our panel, pollution is the main issue their city must face. This is for example, this is
kind of action that people may be interested in. 45% of people interrogated about the perception
of campaigns fighting against pollution and waste admit that those campaigns must be efficient
on people’s behavior.
New and alternative media seem to have the ability to be the solution to their needs. In fact, these
types of media are known as the most creative and interacting ones, which really suits the needs
of our target. Actions can change people behavior, so we have to motivate people through this.

2.2.5.2 SECONDARY DATA ANALYSIS
 Internet Access
In just a short period of time, Internet usage in the United States has steadily evolved. Internet
penetration has more than doubled in the past 10 years, and over half of Americans now have a
high-speed Internet connection in their homes, compared to only 5% in 2000.
 Users Numbers
Numerous polls and surveys show that the number of Americans online continues to grow at a
steady rate. As of January 2012, there were over 245 million Internet users in the United States,
according to Internet World Statistics, a source for Internet usage and population information.
That amounts to nearly 78.3% of the American population. In fact, the United States has the
second highest Internet population penetration, only slightly behind Japan. The pool of
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Americans not online is steadily shrinking. This group is largely composed of people over 70,
recent immigrants, and Americans without a high school education.
 Users by Ages
Currently, 12- to 24-year-olds represent a major bloc of users at 51.7 million, or 23.4% of the
total. By 2014, their numbers will increase to 53.5 million. In the same way, those aged 45 and
older will grow from 35% to 38.3% of total. Among younger groups, the Internet is nearly
ubiquitous, and most who are able to access it already do so, leaving limited potential for
penetration growth.
 Access Mode
Currently, 88% of American adults have a cell phones, 57% have a laptop, 19% own an e-book
reader, and 19% have a tablet computer; about six in 10 adults (63%) go online wirelessly with
one of those devices.
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 Social Media
 Social Networks
Social network use is nearing the saturation point in the US; 63.7% (150 million) of the online
American population currently uses social networks, and this number is projected to rise to 67%
(164.2 million) by 2013

US Social Network User Penetration, by Age, in
2012
84%

92%
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 Facebook
United states is the most present country on Facebook with 157,348,340 users, a penetration rate
of 50.72% and 65.77% of online penetration rate.
User Age Distribution on Facebook in United States
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The young population is the most present on social networks and on Facebook. In fact, the group
aged 18 to 24 represents 24% of the users with total of 37,763,602 users, followed by the 25- to
34- year-old users. We can notice that the group aged 18 – 34 years old represents 67% of the
users.
 Twitter
The United States is the first country on twitter by the numbers of account. The young people are
still the most present on the social network with 30% on aged 26 to 34 years old and 27 % of
American users between 35 to 44 years old.

 United States and Sustainable Development
The United States, as we know, has the world’s biggest economy, the world’s most powerful
military, impressive scientific and technological capability, a system of higher education that
draws students from every continent, and considerable moral and political influence.
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While most of us have at least a vague idea that the United States is sustainably involved and
implicated in sustainable development. Once again, the U.S has to show his influence in areas
such as cities, clean energy, education and training, sustainable agricultural practices, oceans,
forests, water, public health, cleaner production, and promote environmental protection
sustainable development, both at home and abroad. With a society infamous for their overconsumption, the United States has to show a positive example in terms of sustainable
development.
The Obama Administration proposes a global development policy for 20 years based on three
principal pillars:
1. The Built Environment: Clean Energy and Urbanization
2. The Natural Environment: Ecosystems Management and Rural Development
3. The Institutional Environment: Modernizing Global Cooperation »
The conferences Rio+20 permits are focused on these three main points and try to find solutions
“to help build a sustainable future. “ 31

2.2.5.3 SUMMARY ANALYSIS
The United-States is the second more equipped country of our study and largest population in
terms of social networkers, after China. In terms of devices, the number of people owning a
smartphone is the key element to remember. Almost half (49.7%) of U.S. mobile subscribers
owned a smartphone. What is interesting is that this phenomenon is really increasing as we notice
a rise of 38% over the last year. In 2014, this figure should reach more than half of the population
with 52.8%. 32 When searching to reach our target, a strategic element is to use those smartphones
and create specific applications, since close to 40% of social media users access media content
from their phone.
Social media’s popularity also continues to grow. Indeed, Americans are constantly being driven
towards social media. To understand how powerful this inﬂuence is on their behavior, we must

31

32

http://www.state.gov/e/oes/sus/releases/176863.htm

ComScore, February 2012
www.esgci.com
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know that today nearly 4 in 5 active Internet users visit social networks and blogs. The amount of
the time Internet users spend on social networks continues to grow.
Concerning the targets, female networkers make up the majority of visitors to social networks
and blogs, and people aged 18-34 have the highest concentration of visitors among all age
groups.
Finally, alternative media is projected to drive growth over the next five years in the UnitedStates. Indeed, U.S. alternative media spending has doubled since 2007. Here, again, the
population seems to want more information to be spread by those new media resources. In
addition, there is a willingness of the American population to be better informed on sustainable
development issues.

Summary of the 15-30-year-old Target Specificities (UNITED-STATES):
Device Used to Go Online

Laptop/ handheld computer

Smartphone/ PDA

+++

+++ 

Tablet

Willingness to Access More
Information in Order to
Make Better Decisions

++ 

++

Sustainable Development

Awareness

Perception and
commitment

++ 

++

Relevancy of the Different Communication Channels
Social and Collaborative Media

Alternative Communication Channels

Facebook

Twitter

YouTube

Awareness

Perception and potential success

+++

+++ 

+++

+

+++

: Increasing trend
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CONCLUSION OF CHAPTER II
We have studied in the first chapter about the available and efficient media that we can rely on as
well as the way they should be interconnected in order to strengthen their potential positive
effects.
At the end of this second chapter, we have now a second key in our hand that should help us to
create the best possible communication strategy, always in the aim of engaging the global
audience in favor of sustainable development issues.
This first element is to know better the different groups composing our main target. Indeed, we
studied their behavior and the perception they have of their environment to be able to personalize
our speeches and, above all, the media through which we want to reach them. We searched to
identify their expectations in order to answer them in a way they had not already considered. In
this light of adaptation to the target, put in relation with an innovative approach of media, we are
looking for a surprise effect that should catch their attention and create interest.
The second element we are now more aware of is the incredible potential that social networks
represent. The well known concept “think global act local” takes here all its meaning. Indeed, the
purpose of this file was first to find concepts that could be transposable in all the countries, but
with different ways to communicate on them.
The first chapter combined with the second one now gives us a clearer idea of what could be the
possible tools to use and then how to adapt them to the different targets.

***
The last chapter will be the result of our analysis and will describe our recommendations for a
one-year campaign.
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III - STRATEGY
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We saw in the previous chapter that new media could improve NGO’s awareness and keep the
attention of a sometimes-sceptical public. The question is not, “Do we need to use new media?”
but rather, “How may we use all the opportunities given by these tools?”
New media change the norms of communication, and it has the powerful force to reach the world
and give people a more active role. Our mission will be to confront the team ideas to create a full
one-year program in addition to our mission and target.
Our analysis permits others to realize that even if publics are different on many aspects, their
expectations are rather similar. Accordingly, the program will be composed by actions applicable
in any of the 5 countries. However, the previous chapter highlighted that the ways of diffusion
will differ, so we will have to adapt.
The following chapter will describe, through the all process of creation that we followed, our
ideas and recommendations.
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3.1 BRAINSTORMING
In this section, we are going to explain how we tried to
energize the seeking process of bringing out creative
ideas. Indeed, before stating the strategy and actions we
created, we find it relevant to expose you to what we
believe to be a useful and successful process to use
when it comes to the creation stage. In order to improve
novelty and creativity in individuals’ idea generation,
we rely on a technique known as brainstorming. We
will recall its definition and state the goals we followed during our brainstorming. Finally, we
will present you its result.

3.1.1 BRAINSTORMING DEFINITION
As its creator, Alex Osborn, said it, “Brainstorming is a technique of creativity that is practiced
in-group. It usually refers to problem solving, and its aim is in any case to improve the generation
of ideas, in terms of quantity as well as quality. Specific novelty rules can complete it and make it
more or less informal and innovative.”
The process of the brainstorming is the following one:
1. Physical group meeting
2. The scoping and definition of the initial question
3. The collection of ideas
4. The selection of solutions
We brainstormed the strategic part and the creation of the communication campaigns and focused
on the following topics that we chose:
•

Water

•

Sustainable development around big cities (development, energy, pollution, living
together
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We used this technique in order to bring up as many ideas as possible with the goal to select at
the end of the process the most relevant ones. Indeed, creativity is often correlated with quantities
of ideas in brainstorming studies. The more ideas we will bring out, the more chances we will
have to find a really relevant and innovative one. That is why one of our rules was to have no
pressure in order to be efficient.
For this session, we encourage what Osborn called “wild” ideas. It was really about what “pops”
into our mind. A person of the group was in charge of writing the ideas on a paper, and in the
second phase, it led other members to develop it. Much of what we came up with was not
necessarily useful, but it is part of the process. That is why brainstorming also involves a
selection process.
Some goals beyond the quantity can also improve idea generation. Indeed, we think that goal
commitment might be an important determinant of usefulness, and it deserves additional attention
during the whole creativity process.
During the brainstorming, we kept in mind what we studied in both previous chapters. Indeed,
findings that we already studied enabled us to know better what information we were looking for
through the brainstorming. Moreover, our interest in four particular alternatives media (viral,
guerrilla, stealth, and ambush marketing) also impacted the direction we took.

3.1.2 APPLICATION: BRAINSTORMING IDEAS
Here is presented all ideas emerging from the brainstorming sessions. As we said before, we did
not impose restrictions in terms of creativity. That is why the quality of all ideas is not equal. The
purpose is to create dynamism, like in a battle to come in the end, with the good ideas.
Warm-up Session:
•

Ten men, wearing just a fig leaf on sex: "Nature is beautiful."

•

Ten women completely naked, "Nature is ugly."

•

Release of animals in the city

•

Cover each piece of grass in a big city

•

Equip some buildings with LCD displays, indicators of consumption of these

•

Label the ratio of energy consumption on people
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•

Distribute condoms paper (condoms ecological/biodegradable)

•

Have a lot of recyclable waste on a site

•

Install a structure/sculpture made entirely of waste in a city

Street Marketing:
Water:
•

Install showers of sand in town: "Water is scarce."

•

Install a large mud bath

•

Giant orgy "use only what you need"

•

Smear some people and offer them a shower, but the water is no longer available

•

Install an African well in the city: "It is not enough to open the sink for everyone."

•

Huge piles of droppings: "This is what awaits us if we are not careful."

•

Organize a big water gun battle (dirty water)

•

Hand out bottles of dirty water

•

Rumors of an epidemic in the city due to unsafe water

•

Implement a long wall with ten taps: "Find drinking water."

•

Animal waste placed in the street in which are planted small flags: "save your nature/next
time, pick it up"

City/State:
•

Create a miniature city, powered by a single solar panel

•

Equip a couple of a dynamo that would generate energy during intercourse

•

Make people pedal to activate a water pump (a game)

•

Implement an IKEA in the street with mini-apartments

•

Transforming bus shelters in rooms

•

Provide a housing service in drawer

•

Make people walk in bubbles, inflated as a result of their own heat

•

Help an entire family to get outside of a sewer

•

Draw doors on the ground, giving the impression that people live underground

•

Install a ball to the muffler of a car that inflates according to vehicle emissions
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•

Distribute deodorant pine tree smelling "pollution"

•

Connect a kind of hermetic plastic bubble to the exhaust pipe of a car. Put a man inside
and simulate his death

•

Organize a road accident in the city

•

Install two lungs to the exhaust outlet of a mini-car

•

Have several false corpses on the ground, "they live in town"

•

Have a bus that black smoke into town "pollute kills"

•

Disguise the exhaust pipes in cigarette

•

A dozen men equipped with vacuum tubes (filter blackened by air pollution visible)

•

A huge lung in a place that darkens over time as a result of pollution

•

Install a large white sign whose message reveals itself with pollution

•

Arrange a row of corpses until the last survivor, in contact with a tree

•

Install a big green tree in the city "out of town and that's what you'll see"

Undercover:
Water:
•

Fountain of polluted water

•

Statue of Liberty, a bottle of drinking water by hand, "keep our water in safe hands, do
not waste it"

•

Stain a river red: "here is the blood that is poured without paying attention to water"

•

Simulate acid rain on a smoking shelter

•

Simulate rising water in the city

•

Distribute samples of perfume "water", "a luxury for billions of people"

•

Steal all printers from one city: "print is useless, preserve our nature"

•

Install a water pump at a service station (water prices are higher than gasoline)

•

Install a bottling plant to the water outlet Mankenpiss
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City/State:
•

Build a city in the desert, in the middle of nowhere

•

Build a building made entirely of wood

•

Build a building made entirely of solar panels

•

Install wind turbines on high buildings

•

Invert the functionality of a ventilator and use the air to rotate

•

Install a box in which passersby would blow, then they will see a message: "here is your
participation in ecology"

Ambush Marketing:
Water:
•

A group of people dressed as trees during meetings with Barack Obama

•

Paste in the background a poster of Barack Obama with a bucket of dirty water that falls
on his head: "this is what awaits the U.S. if we are not careful"

•

Present an image featuring DSK out of the shower: "Save water and change the
future/your destiny"

•

Same idea with Claude François

•

Superhero who would go after a football player who throws the bottle to pick it up and
expose the waste

City/State:
•

Call Banksy

•

Track people who live reports

•

Install a slum in Cannes during the Festival

Event Action :
Water:
•

Organize a battle of sand
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•

Organize a dishwashing contest (do the dishes with less water and in the shortest time
possible)

•

Conduct a water fight but there would be no more water during the event: "urine in the
gun if you want munitions"

•

Cover people with mud and throw the challenge to wash as soon as possible

•

Organize a "pool party" without water

•

Organize a competition plunge without water (installation of an airbag in a pool)

•

Organize a competition plunge in very little water, "there is no need for a large amount of
water to make great things."

•

Overturn on people the equivalent of their daily consumption of water at one time waste,
"why always wanting more. You did not need as much. "

•

Pay an agent to reverse buckets of dirty water on the head of stars.

•

Install a machine that bottled rainwater.

•

Organize a happening: recover as much rainwater as possible in its basin (competition).

•

Establish points of water rationing in times of shortage.

•

Simulate a battle around a giant glass of water.

Cities:
•

Organize a freeze on a building facade

•

Host a party in the minimum space possible

•

Organize a contest: go into a car with most people as possible

•

Install a suspended building at the exit of a subway giving the illusion that it has a very
large number of people

•

Parachute survival kits on the city containing just small bottles of water and disinfection
tablets

•

Give the illusion that a large wooden box full of bottles of water, has been parachuted
over the city and broke at the moment of impact

•

Parachute trees on the city

•

Place a red button in the middle of a place that, when activated, triggers a staging with
soldiers of nature, with shovels and flowers, determined to reforest the city: "a leopard
cannot change its spots.”
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3.1.3 RANKING OF THE 15 BEST IDEAS

After having listed all the ideas we bring out comes the phase of selection and ranking.
We referred to pre-established criteria in order to do the selection and ranking of the all ideas.
Those criteria are the following ones:
•

Cost

•

Relevancy with the target, topic and both water and cities issues

•

Creativity, innovation

•

Complexity

•

Constraints/ type of risk/level of risk

•

Market outlook

15 BEST IDEAS:
1. Viral marketing: “It is not the end of the world, but it is in danger”. The idea is to present
many aspects to illustrate the catch sentence such as pollution, global warming, dryness, etc.
2. Viral marketing: Applications available on social networks and smartphones that push the
audience to become actors of the campaign (take picture, share their good resolutions…).
When participating in those actions, people would receive gifts as special posters for their
smartphones with their picture on it.
3. Guerrilla marketing: Children fall in a garden one after another every 20 second to show what
the consequences are of water related-diseases today.
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4. Guerrilla marketing - urban furniture/undercover: Put surgical masks on statues of cities
Example for NYC: Atlas au Rockfeller, Andersen Central Park
5. Print QR code on leaves and cover a whole street using them.
6. Place a red button in the middle of a place that, when activated, triggers a staging with
soldiers of nature, with shovels and flowers, determined to reforest the city: "a leopard cannot
change its spots"
7. Install a water pump at a service station (water prices higher than gasoline)
8. Animal waste placed in the street in which are planted small flags: "save your nature/next
time, pick it up”
9. Present an image featuring DSK out of the shower: "Save water and change the future/your
destiny"
10. Organize a competition plunge in very little water, "there is no need for a large amount of
water to make great things."
11. Connect a kind of hermetic plastic bubble to the exhaust pipe of a car. Put a man inside and
simulate his death
12. Display shocking pictures in a public parking (infant death, sex unrecognizable): "this is how
it feels to live in town"
13. Organize a happening: collect the most rainwater as possible in its basin (contest)
14. Transforming bus shelters in rooms
15. Distribute deodorant pine trees to smell "pollution"

3.1.4 SELECTION OF THE MOST RELEVANT IDEAS
Finally comes the selection phase of the ideas we are going to develop in our strategy. We
retained 6 actions over the 15 listed above according to their relevance with the planning of
events we will present in the third section of this chapter. Our choices here are based on the
adequacy of our ideas with the date and location criterion. To choose the best options, we focused
on the occasions that bring the coveted target. The choices of the best location are also put in
relation with the type of actions we want to create.
Here are listed the 6 ideas we are going to develop in the next section:
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•

Viral marketing: “It is not the end of the World, but it is in danger”. The idea is to present
many aspects to illustrate the catch sentence such as pollution, global warming, dryness, etc.

•

Viral marketing: Applications available on social networks and smartphones that push the
audience to become actors of the campaign (take picture, share their good resolutions…).
When participating to those actions, people would receive gifts as special posters for their
smartphones with their picture on it.

•

Guerrilla marketing: Children fall in a garden one after another each 20 second to show what
consequences water related-diseases have today.

•

Guerrilla marketing - urban furniture/undercover: Put surgical masks on statues of cities
Example for NYC: Atlas au Rockfeller, Andersen Central Park

•

Guerrilla marketing: Install a water pump at a service station (water prices higher than
gasoline)

•

Guerrilla marketing: Connect a kind of hermetic plastic bubble to the exhaust pipe of a car.
Put a man inside and simulate his death.
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3.2 STRATEGY IMPLEMENTATION
3.2.1 WEBSITE BACKUP
Before we detail the application of the actions that we selected, we would like to make a
recommendation about the website part, which will be the window of the organization that wants
to communicate.
Indeed, most of the organizations already have a website with strong content and, talking about
NGO’s more precisely, have a website very efficient for the “inform” and “educate” sides.
However, once starting to use innovative marketing and connecting to the “new generation,” it
might be interesting to have a virtual universe directly integrated to the website. It is perfectly
compatible with the current website. It will just give to be dynamic, and the interactive part
missing so far.
This part of the website will be exclusively dedicated to the links to the social networks, to the
actions launched, in brief, dedicated to innovative marketing and media.
Here are some screenshots of the website that we would recommend to implement for an
organization that would be related to the two issues that we chose, for instance WCPUN:
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The visitor will be in a 3D city and will be able to navigate inside.

We can see that this would definitely give an attractive part to the website.
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This will encourage the visitor to connect to the different social networks.

Some special spaces could be dedicated to the actions, here “be part of the change” that would
give all the information about how to get involved, where will the next events be, etc.

***
As said in the previous chapters, the actions alone will be useless, and the organizations will have
to set a whole strategy through their website and their social networks pages.

***
Now, let’s introduce the actions that we recommend
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3.2.2 RETROPLANNING OF THE CAMPAIGN
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3.2.3 DETAIL OF THE ACTIONS

ACTION 1
Saturday, December 22, 2012: Following day of “The End of the World”
Operation type: Viral marketing
Objective: Awakening population on the sustainable development takes and announces the
beginning of our action
Pitch: “It is not the end of the World, but it is in danger.”
Present many aspects to illustrate the issues. Use catch words such as pollution, global warming,
dryness, etc. Images from Yann Arthus Bertrand

Pertinence: December 22nd is a strategic date. Additionally, it is the end of the year, which is a
good time for resolutions, so we could announce 2013 as a year dedicate to sustainable
development. Besides it is also the following of 21st of December, which is the end of the Mayan
calendar, which creates a buzz relayed by movies and some media as the day of the end of the
world.
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ACTION 2
January 1, 2013: First day of the year
Operation type: Viral marketing; Application available on social network and smartphones
Objective: Keep the connection with the public and continue to improve awareness
Pitch: “It’s time for good resolution.”
Step 1: User takes a picture of himself, thanks to his webcam or a picture in his computer.
Step 2: He chooses one good resolution among 20 propositions.
Step 3: He just has to share his picture with the good resolution written on it.
Step 4: He publishes his picture on his wall and proposes to his friends to do the same thing.
When friends have their own picture, it will create a poster.
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Pertinence: Matches with our target, with our time period, with support
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ACTION 3
Friday, March 22, 2013: World Day of Water
Operation type: Guerrilla marketing event action
Pitch: “Lack of drinking water in the world kills a child every 20 seconds.”
Scene: A group of children plays in a public garden.

Suddenly, one falls and stays unconscious. 20 seconds later another one falls and stays
unconscious too. The phenomenon is repeated during 10 minutes, so 30 children are on the floor.
At the end of the 30 minutes, they all rise in the same time. Then, all the children say: “Lack of
drinking water in the world kills a child every 20 seconds”
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The team will distribute leaves with a QR code during the event.
Place: New York (Central Park), Paris (Champs de mars), Casablanca (Parc de la ligue Arabe),
Beijing (Chaoyang Park), Kinshasa (Stade du 20 mai)
Risks: Someone calls for help
Post campaign: Viral marketing a video to present the same action in the world and people
reactions. At the end of the video, one or two advice tips to preserve water.
Pertinence: We play with people’s feelings and to a precious image: children’s health.
The action could be coupled with sales of recyclable bags that would emphasize the gap between
western urban life and children suffering from illnesses due to unhealthy water.
The bag expresses clearly the message that we have the capacity to help, and also through the
purchase of this bag, we donate to contribute to help to fight against the water issues.

This would have two great impacts: first the shock produced by the event would encourage
people to be responsible right now, and the first way to do so would be to purchase a bag so that
the organization could get some money from the event.
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Then the purchasing of the bags will enable the continuation of the event and the communication
because the bags sold would become new media to reach other people

ACTION 4
June 5, 2013: World Day of Environment
Operation type: Guerrilla marketing - urban furniture/undercover
Pitch: “Just breath”
Scene: Put surgical masks on statues of cities Example for NYC: Atlas au Rockfeller, Andersen
Central Park
Post campaign: Viral marketing a video to present the same action in the world and people
reaction. At the end of the video one or two advice to preserve water.

The action will be coupled be the use of QR code and “?” to catch the attention.
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The action could also be combined by a “leaves” action.
=>Around the statues we could spread tree leaves on the floor with a QR code on it. That is just a
“greener alternative” to the QR code stickers on the
monuments.
Pertinence: Strong visual impact
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ACTION 5
Operation type:
Ambient Marketing / Undercover
Pitch: « Bleu gold»
The operation will consist in the implementation of water pumps in certain gas stations. To
denounce the state criticize of water, which is more and more scarce, we could imagine a water
price higher than gasoline.
The pump would look like confidentially a classic gas pump and would really deliver from some
drinking water.
So, the target would be directly in link of causality with the phenomenon because confronted
violently with this sad reality. Furthermore, the person would find herself in front of choice to act
in favor of the NGO or not.
It will be necessary to be concentrate on gas stations very frequented and relatively close to the
city.
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Operation pertinence:
Assimilation between the rise in petrol prices, the wealth which disappear in a near future and the
problem of world stake of water scarcity.
The NGO will be able to inform the population, and more exactly the urban population, in the use
of the water Furthermore, gas stations are places frequented daily by thousands of persons: ease
of communication, surprises and very numerous targets.
Music/ editing:
Two choices: the dramatic one with original soundtrack of “Requiem for a Dream” (Darren
Aronofsky) or a more dynamic one with violins symphony.
Campaign philosophy:
This campaign is a collective and violent awareness of the Man with a big M, child of this Earth,
which gives a lot but not eternally.
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ACTION 6
Operation type: Event Action / Ambient
Pitch: “This is what you breathe!”
The operation would consist in setting up a transparent cube in the city, connected with the
muffler of a car. Two agents will arrest a man who walks quietly in the street.
They would lock him into the box. The car would start up, and the passers-by would be shock by
the scene. At the end of a few seconds, the man would fall on the ground, unconscious.
The shocked and stunned passersby will fix the scene.
Then the cube will change color and will post a message: "It is not torture, it is the air which you
inhale."
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Pertinence of the operation:
In the city theme, pollution is a real problem in major of big cities.
Music/ editing:
For the video editing, the choice of a quiet dark music, almost a funeral march would be the most
relevant; it will match with the message and the direction, which simulates an execution.
Impact:
Direct on the population
Vision of the campaign:
This campaign is a dramatic scene, which shows that the lifestyle of the individuals is dangerous,
if they do not become aware of the importance of the protection of the environment.
Reference:
WWF campaign in China : http://www.marketing-alternatif.com/2007/04/16/wwf-black-cloud/
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ACTION 7
October 2013
Operation type: Guerrilla / Ambush
Pitch: “Desert City”
This period is a period with a lot of marathon in the world. These kind of events are very good to
use to divert the attention of the public to our cause.
Therefore, since during the marathon, the place is the street, we would recommend to use 3D
painting to cover some parts of the route and give an impression of dryness.
That technique was used by Reebok and it would have a real visual impact.
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Here is just a simple creation to give you an idea of what could be this idea like. We could use it
on some parcels of the floor or on an entire street for a stronger impact.
Reference: Reebok campaign
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CONCLUSION
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In today’s society, nongovernmental organizations, just like businesses face the same challenge,
which is basically to know how to communicate, how to reach people and give visibility to the
idea they trust.
In an environment characterized by constant change and the bombardment of information,
alternative marketing seems to be an interesting option and particularly to address sustainable
development topic. Those concepts already well used in the U.S. are still fantastic tools when we
envision a communication on a global point of view.
That is what we tried to demonstrate in this document by introducing first the concepts and the
characteristics, and then, based on analysis with 5 focus countries and a concrete case, we
adapted to water and Cities issues, by recommending what a one-year global campaign could be
like.
Of course, those solutions are not a miracle and will not change the world, but in the current
context, every idea and initiative is needed, and that is only the sum of them that will create an
evolvement of mentalities and a more responsible behavior.
Therefore, we hope that this file will bring a contribution and will help to increase the awareness
to these global concerns.
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